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1.0. GENERAL STUFF 

 

1.1. Housekeeping 

 

This edition (3.0.) extends and combines our  

‘award-winning’ WW2 era set, ‘Buoyz ‘N Da  

‘Hood’’ and the Napoleonic, ‘That Don’t Impress  

Me Much’. They ‘retrofit’ to incorporate the  

transition from sail to steam – and before – and 

after up to the modern day. 

 

Re-Rolls. Some situations may call for a player  

to re-roll a die. The player may only re-roll once  

and must accept the result of the second roll.  

 

Pre-Measuring. A player is never allowed to  

pre-measure distances and ranges before  

deciding to move or fire. Measure to and  

from a ship’s bridge / counter’s front centre. 

 

Fractions. ½ and above round up, less than a  

half, round down. 

 

Counters to indicate if on fire, ‘crippled’ and so  

forth, are very helpful. 

 

Pedants Corner. We have deliberately eschewed ‘points value’ systems, and 

trust players to know about the stuff they intend using. Resolve any disputes 

with a friendly opposed die roll. We use 1:1800 model ships – but use tokens, 

2D plans, or whatever works for you, at whatever scale(s). 1” = 250 

yards/metres ish; 1 Turn = 10 minutes ish. 

 

 

 

Midshipman Bennett 

explains: 'Having disguised 

myself as a boy I have  

daringly taken the King's  

shilling and joined the Royal  

Navy! I bet you’re even 

more impressed (geddit?)  

that - as 'Bob Bennett' - I have  

been posted to HMS 'Hood', a new 74, named 

after the venerable retired Admiral. We are to 

be part of Admiral Lowe's squadron, and are 

busy fitting out. I expect we'll soon be off to 

sweep the seas of the dastardly French, as we 

resist Napoleon's hated 'Continental System' 

of Europe-wide free trade. No to red-tape and 

driving on the right from jolly Jack Tar! ‘Rule 

Britannia! Britannia rules the waves!’ Captain 

Darcy is jolly dashing, and very free with the 

rum ration, as he wrestles with his personal 

demons and inability to play the cello...  

 

I’m sure this is all very new to you too, but as 

we go through my chums and I will explain 

many of the key points about the rules.  If you 

have any issues, or need any further 

information you can always flag a signal to 

sales@spacevixensfrommars.com . Interweb 

site www.spacevixensfrommars.com  
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1.2. Arcs 

 

Every ship has a number of firing arcs (see Template 1). These are the areas 

that various weapons can fire into, as noted in their descriptions. Generally:- 

 
Fore Turrets – Forward, Port and Starboard Arcs  

Aft Turrets – Aft, Port and Starboard Arcs  

Q/mid Turrets – Port and / or Starboard Arcs  

Bow Chasers – Fore / bow Arc  

Stern Chasers – Aft / stern Arc  

Broadside - Port or Starboard Arcs  

Close Weapons – All Round 

Secondary Weapons / Missiles – All Round 

Anti-Aircraft Weapons – All Round 

Surface Torpedoes – Port or Starboard Arcs (fore only for  

MTBs and similar) 

Submarine Torpedoes - Forward or Aft Arcs 

 

Aircraft only ever fire to their fore arc, except in dogfights, when they fight 

360˚. SDs (see 1.5.) may specify specialist arcs and features. For example, HMS 

‘Nelson’ can fire none of its main armament turrets to its aft arc. 

 

1.3. Eras 

 

When discussing ships and technology availability - and indeed some rule 

restrictions - it is convenient to divide history into ‘eras’. These are:- 

 
ERA 1: to - c.1500 The era of oar power and coastal navigation 

ERA 2: c.1500-c.1700 The Renaissance era - transition & ocean navigation 

ERA 3: c.1700-c.1840 The era of the ‘Golden Age of Sail’. 

ERA 4: c.1840-c.1890 The era of transition from sail to steam 

ERA 5: c.1890-c.1930 The era of rapidly emerging technologies 

ERA 6: c.1930-c.1955 The era of WWII and rapid technological change 

ERA 7: c.1955-c.1985 The era of the Cold War & rapid ECM development 

ERA 8:           c.1985+             The ‘modern’ electronics era 

 

Ships may differ in their characteristics between eras and refits. E.G. starting in 

Era 6 the American ‘Iowa’ class battleships were upgraded in their ECM fits. 

Essentially the same vessels, the ‘Queen Elizabeth’ battleships served from Era 

5 into Era 6 with refits and the addition of ‘Spotters’ (see 7.3.). Get the idea? 

 

Sub-Lieutenant  

Phillips explains:   

‘Lummie - I did a  

course on this.  

‘Port’ is the on  

the left; ‘starboard’ is the right. 

‘Fore’ is the sharp end at the front, 

and ‘aft’ is the blunt end at the back, 

where the ruddery steering thingy is. 

If you get stuck, ask a sailor’.  
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1.4. Campaigns & Scenarios 

 

Games may make more sense when part of a campaign, when fighting to the 

death is fairly pointless. A ‘Campaign Supplement’ is therefore provided.  

 

1.5. Ship Descriptions (SDs) 

 

Each ship will need to be described for play purposes, in the following ways:- 

 

Name: Class and name e.g. BB (Battleship) KMS ‘Bismarck’. 

Speed: This is the maximum distance in inches a ship can usually move a turn.  

In the case of a sailing ship Speed is the factor of inches a ship can move 

a turn (see 4.1.1.) 

Turning: As described in the Movement Phase (4.0.), how quickly a ship turns. 

Target Size: Large or cumbersome ships are much easier to hit than small  

 nimble ones. This is the base D6 number needed to score a hit on the  

 ship (the smaller the number, the bigger the target). ECM (see 10.5.) can  

           be factored in here for ‘stealth’ designs. 

Armour: The higher the value, the better armoured and /or resilient a ship will  

be to deflecting incoming fire. This value is not ‘literal’ armour plate; it  

can also reflect stout construction. 

Hull: The first figure shows how many points of damage a ship can withstand  

before being destroyed. The second marks the point at which the ship 

becomes Crippled (see 5.7.). The higher the value, the sturdier a ship will 

be, and the better able to absorb incoming fire. 

Command: The typical figure here will be 2, which denotes a Trained crew. This  

varies to reflect especially poor or elite crews; 1 is Inferior, 3 is Superior. 

Aircraft: ERA 5+ ONLY. Any aircraft carried will be noted as a number of ‘flights’  

of about 6; represented by a single counter. See 9.2. for various types. 

Special Abilities: An OPTIONAL SECTION Many ships have special rules that  

allow them to perform actions impossible for others. These may also be  

weaknesses (see 7.0.). 

Weapons: Every warship will have multiple weapon systems, all of which will  

be detailed here. Weapons are usually defined by gun size and the 

number of Attack Dice they roll (see 5.0.). Broadside ‘Cannon’ type 

weapons are likewise defined and marked ‘C’. 
 

Print or scribe a copy of each ship’s SD, to record damage, repairs and so forth.  

 

 
Commander Wickham explains:  ‘I suggest a few examples would help; so here  

are some of the main vessel types. Have a good look – any questions – signal.  

Knowing what your ship can do is lot like knowing your way around a Poole  

Quay tavern wench. Both need careful handling - or they’ll make straight for  

entangling themselves with the buoys’. 
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Name: ‘Poseidon’s Wrath’. 

Speed: 2” (using oars and sails) 

Turning: 3 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 2/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Ram, Marines. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

A ‘classical’ Era 1 trireme galley. It will use oars and/or sails to move – it’s 

armament it’s ‘beaked’ bow ram and boarding marines; special abilities as 

described in section 7.3. There were bigger galleys too, right up until Era 2. An 

option is SWWOBS1 due to poor sea-keeping in storms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: ‘The Golden Hind’. 

Speed: 3” (sails) 

Turning: 4 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 2/1 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Agile, Marines, Close. 

Weapons: Main 1 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

Only during Era 3 do western ships become relatively large again. Sir Francis 

Drake’s swashbuckling crew (or ‘pirates’ if you prefer) are rated ‘Superior’. 

 

 

                                                        Helga Bloodaxe writes: ‘A Byzantine galley is upwards from 30 yards  

                                                        long – one of our Viking longships about 25 yards. Smaller vessels like  

                                                        mine are best represented by counters – see 1.6. – and are ideal for ‘ 

                                                        shopping’ in coastal settlements, and up rivers. Simply ‘self checkout’  

                                                        what you want from the locals - and go!                                                                  
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Name: ‘La Girona’. 

Speed: 2” (using oars and sails) 

Turning: 2 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 3/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Marines, Close, SWWOBS1. 

Weapons: Main 1(C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

This Armada galleass using oars and sails; and suffered from many issues of 

hybrids, having a small broadside and poor seakeeping abilities. 

 

Name: 5th Rate ‘De Zeven Provincien ’. 

Speed: 2” (sails) 

Turning: 3 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 4/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Close. 

Weapons: Main 2 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

By the time of the Anglo-Dutch wars of the mid 17th century, the sailing Man ‘O 

War was approaching it’s final, developed, form. 

 

Name: 1st Rate ’Santissima Trinidad’. 

Speed: 1” (sails) 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 3 

Armour: 1 

Hull: 7/3 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Marines, Close. 

Weapons: Main 4 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

The biggest warship of Era 3 – and an unwieldy four decker – nicknamed ‘El 

Ponderosa’. 
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Name: 1st Rate HMS ‘Victory’. 

Speed: 1” (sails) 

Turning: 2 

Target Size: 2 

Armour: 1 

Hull: 6/3 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Legendary Officers, Close x 2. 

Weapons: Main 5 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

‘Victory’ had a highly trained and proven crew - plus ‘legendary officers’ (7.3.). 

Its specialist carronades are factored in by the higher ‘Close’ rating. It had 

fewer guns than the ’Santissima Trinidad’ – but had more effective fire control. 

 

Name: 3rd Rate ‘Redoutable’. 

Speed: 2”(sails) 

Turning: 3 

Target Size: 3 

Armour: 1 

Hull: 4/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Marines, Close. 

Weapons: Main 3 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

‘Redoutable’ had a trained crew, and was of stout construction. It was also 

packed with additional ‘crew’ for boarding purposes, a favoured French tactic. 

 

Name: 3rd Rate ‘Santa Julia’. 

Speed: 2” (sails) 

Turning: 3 

Target Size: 3 

Armour: 1 

Hull: 4/2 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Marines, Close. 

Weapons: Main 3 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

A Spanish 74, slightly less effective in build and crew than its French 

counterpart. 
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Name: 5th Rate USS ‘Constitution’. 

Speed: 3” (sails) 

Turning: 4 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 1 

Hull: 3/1 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Close. 

Weapons: Main 2 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

‘Old Ironsides’ is one of the American ‘super frigates’ – highly trained and 

larger than most comparable vessels – to many a ‘disguised 3rd rate’. 

 

Name: 6th Rate HMS ‘Leda’. 

Speed: 3” (sails) 

Turning: 4 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 3/2 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Close. 

Weapons: Main 1 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

A much more ‘usual’ sized frigate of the period. 

 

Name: 6th Rate ‘The Black Pearl’. 

Speed: 3” (sails) 

Turning: 4 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 3/2 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Agile, Marines, Close. 

Weapons: Main 1 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

A fictional – and therefore atypical – pirate vessel – as big as they came. For 

Eras 2-3. 
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Name: Unrated brig, HMS ‘Raven’. 

Speed: 3” (sails) 

Turning: 4 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 2/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Agile. 

Weapons: Main 1 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

A two masted ship – much beloved of pirates, and of junior officers given their 

first commands. The ‘Raven’ is fictional, but why not? 

 

Name: 18th Century Shore Fort 

Speed: N/A 

Turning: N/A 

Target Size: 1 

Armour: 4 

Hull: 10/4 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Marines, Close X 4 

Weapons: Main 3 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

Shore forts are solidly built and stable fire platforms; strongly manned. They 

are – to say the least – far from manoeuvrable. Many remained in service for 

centuries. For Era 6 weapon stats uprate to Main 4 (6”). Secondary 2. AA 2. 

 

Name: East Indiaman ‘Argos’. 

Speed: 1” (sails) 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 3 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 4/2 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Close 

Weapons: Main 1 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

Due to endemic piracy on the high seas merchantmen were often considerable 

warships in their own right. They make ideal scenario objectives. 
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Name: HMS ‘Agamemnon’. 

Speed: 2” (sails) 2” (steam) 

Turning: 2 

Target Size: 3 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 3/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Close 

Weapons: Main 3 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

The first development after Era 3 was to add an engine – ‘ironclad’ armour 

plate added over wooden hulls would soon follow. 

 

Name: HMS ‘Warrior’. 

Speed: 1” (sails) 2” (steam) 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 3 

Armour: 2 

Hull: 7/3 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Marines, Close. 

Weapons: Main 2 (6”) + 1 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

With naval development in transition and experiment during Era 4, ‘ironclad’ 

ships like ‘Warrior’ mixed different forms of propulsion and evolving weaponry. 

Still firing ‘broadside’ arcs it mixed ‘guns’ and ‘cannon’. 

 

Name: CSS ‘Virginia’. 

Speed: 1” (steam) 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 2 

Hull: 2/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Ram, SWWOBS1. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary 1. AA N/A. 

The various types of weaponry on ‘Virginia’ are abstracted as ‘Secondary’ guns. 

For ‘skill’ ‘Something Wrong With Our Bloody Ships 1’ (SWWOBS1) see 7.3. 
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Name: USS ‘Monitor’. 

Speed: 1” (steam) 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 2 

Hull: 1/0 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: SWWOBS1. 

Weapons: Main 2 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

‘Monitor’s’ ‘cannon’ are mounted in rotating turret – giving all round firing. 

 

Name: HMS ‘Devastation’. 

Speed: 2” (steam) 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 2 

Hull: 8/3 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: None. 

Weapons: Main 3 (10”). Secondary 1. AA N/A. Torps 

Ironclad, ‘broadside’, sailing ships like ‘Warrior’ were soon eclipsed by the 

1870s by ‘battleships’ with rotating turrets. These stats are for the 1890s – 

before that refit; weaponry would be: Main 4 (C). Secondary 1. AA N/A.  

 

Name: BB SMS ‘Viribus Unitis’. 

Speed: 4” 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 2 

Armour: 4 

Hull: 15/8 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: None.  

Weapons: Main 8 (12”). Secondary 5. AA 1 

A classic WWI ‘Dreadnought’. Mostly stuck in port, hence the ‘Trained’ rating. 
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Name: SS SMS ‘U-XIV’. 

Speed: 2” / 1” 

Turning: 3 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 2/1 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: Submarine. Crash Dive. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary 1. AA N/A Torps fwd only. 

Captain Von Trapp’s submarine was – ironically - captured from the French. 

Submarine technology, along with aircraft, evolved rapidly between Eras 5 & 6. 

 

Name: BB KMS ‘Bismarck’. 

Speed: 6” 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 2 

Armour: 5 

Hull: 20/8 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: Spotter. Radar 1. Torpedo Belt. 

Weapons: Main 8 (15”). Secondary 6. AA 6. 

‘Bismarck’ only made one cruise, hence the ‘Trained’ crew rating. For the 

relevance of the Radar ‘generation’ number see 10.5. 

 

Name: CV HMS ‘Illustrious’. 

Speed: 6” 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 2 

Armour: 3 

Hull: 10/5 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: 6 flights (fighters, dive bombers or torpedo bombers) 

Special Abilities: Radar 1. Armoured Deck. Carrier. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary 3. AA 3. 

‘Lusty’ had a very experienced crew – and aircrew – hence the ‘Superior’ rating. 
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Name: CA HMS ‘Norfolk’. 

Speed: 7” 

Turning: 2 

Target Size: 3 

Armour: 3 

Hull: 7/3 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: Spotter. Radar 1 (from 1941).  

Weapons: Main 5 (8”). Secondary 2. AA 2. Torpedoes. 

There is a case for upgrading its crew to ‘Superior’. Radar was fitted in early 

1941, so before this date it would be without.  

 

Name: DD HMS ‘Cossack’. 

Speed: 7” 

Turning: 3 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 1 

Hull: 3/1 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: Radar 1 (from 1941). Torpedoes 1 shot only. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary 3. AA 1. Torpedoes. Depth charges. 

An especially bold DD – hence ‘Superior’ rating. Era 5 DDs were largely obsolete 

by Era 6, being too slow and unsuited for a variety of roles. 

 

Name: SS KMS ‘U-99’. 

Speed: 4” / 1” 

Turning: 3 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 2/1 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: Submarine. Crash Dive 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary 1. AA 1. Torpedoes. 

A U-Boat ‘ace’, hence ‘Superior’. Obviously it can only use its AA and Secondary 

whilst surfaced. The second speed is that used when submerged. Most subs 

have Torps for and aft, so can fire to either, but not to both, each turn. 
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Name: TP MV ‘Georgio Moroder’. 

Speed: 3” 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 3 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 3/2 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: None 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary N/A. AA 1.  

A merchant veteran of WW2 Atlantic convoys… 

 

Name: BB USS ‘Missouri’. 

Speed: 6” 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 2 

Armour: 5 

Hull: 22/10 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: ASW (H), Radar (1 to 1965, 2 1965 to 1980, 3 1980+), High 

Angle, Torpedo Belt. 

Weapons: Main 9 (16”). Secondary 8. AA 8. Missiles (from 1984). 

Only the USA maintained battleships into Eras 7 & 8. For the relevance of Radar 

numbers see 10.5. – the ship’s ‘ECM’ fit evolved throughout its career. Built in 

Era 6, it would then not have had the ASW (H) and Missiles in later Eras. 

 

Name: CV HMS ‘Invincible’. 

Speed: 6” 

Turning: 2 

Target Size: 3 

Armour: 2 

Hull: 8/4 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: 4 flights (Strike, Helicopters) 

Special Abilities: Radar (2 to 3), Carrier, Aegis. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary N/A. AA 3. 

‘Vince’ had a battle-hardened crew – and aircrew – hence the ‘Superior’ rating. 

Its ‘Strike’ will be the famous VTOL ‘Sea Harriers’ (see 9.2.) 
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Name: CV USS ‘Enterprise’. 

Speed: 7” 

Turning: 1 

Target Size: 1 

Armour: 2 

Hull: 18/10 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: 12 flights (Strike, Patrol,  

Helicopters) 

Special Abilities: Radar (2 to 3), Carrier, Aegis. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary N/A. AA 4. 

Nuclear powered – one of the American ‘super carriers’. It could operate VTOL 

‘Strike’ as well as fixed wing; also AWAC ‘Patrol’ aircraft and Helicopters. 

 

Name: CA ARA ‘General Belgrano’. 

Speed: 7” 

Turning: 2 

Target Size: 3 

Armour: 3 

Hull: 7/3 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: Spotter. Radar 2. High Angle. 

Weapons: Main 7 (6”). Secondary 4. AA 6. 

Older vessels continued in service, transferred to other navies, adaptation, 

varying with funding. Remember – different refits can have different SDs,. 

 

Name: DE HMS ‘Hero’. 

Speed: 6” 

Turning: 3 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 1 

Hull: 3/1 

Command: 3 (Superior). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: Radar 2. ASW (H). Hedgehog. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary 2. AA 3. Depth charges. 

An especially bold ‘frigate’ – a TV star no less - hence ‘Superior’ rating. A major 

refit in the 1980s replaced the secondary with ‘Missiles’ (see 5.11.). 
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Name: SS ‘Tango’ Class ‘B-380’. 

Speed: 4” / 2” 

Turning: 2 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 3/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: Submarine. Crash Dive. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary N/A. AA N/A. Torpedoes. 

A typical ‘diesel/electric’ boat of Era 7 – an improvement on WW2 types. 

 

Name: SS HMS ‘Astute’. 

Speed: 6” / 6” 

Turning: 2 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 4/2 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: Submarine. Radar 2 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary N/A. AA N/A. Torpedoes, Missiles. 

Nuclear-powered attack submarines are not expected to surface, and run silent 

and deep, as reflected by a notionally smaller ‘target size’. ‘Radar’ here 

represents a sophisticated suite of sensor devices. 

 

1.6. ‘Counters’ 

 

Aircraft flights of all types (see 9.2.) use ‘counters’ to represent them. We find 

labelled 1.5 cm² size suitable.  

 

Counters are also used for ‘swarms’ of longships, small ships, MTB, PT boats, E-

Boats etc. We find 3 cm² suitable. These small craft can be given generic 

values, and for practical play purposes count as a single ‘ship’. In Eras 7 & 8 

they can have one-shot missiles fitted, to increase their attack capabilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

Hi! Helga Bloodaxe here again. Let’s look at some examples – 

 including my beloved longship ‘Ravenhell’… 
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Name: Longships #1, ‘Ravenhell’. 

Speed: 2” (using oars and sails) 

Turning: 4 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 2/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Marines. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

Viking ‘raiders’. Two or three of these on a base counts as a single ship. ‘Size’ 

reflects the difficulty in hitting the nimble craft. They use boarding tactics. 

 

Name: Medieval Cogs #1. 

Speed: 1” (sails) 

Turning: 2 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 2/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Marines. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary N/A. AA  

N/A. 

The logical development of the longship –  

deeper hulls for trading and fighting castles added for boarding. 

 

Name: Columbus’ Fleet #1 

Speed: 2” (sails) 

Turning: 3 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 2/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: N/A 

Special Abilities: Agile. 

Weapons: Main 1 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

On the cusp between being an independent model, and a counter, Christopher 

Columbus’ galleon ‘fleet’ could be together represented as a counter. 
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Name: Sailing Gunboat ‘Squadron #1’. 

Speed: 2” (sails) 

Turning: 4 

Target Size: 5 

Armour: 0             

Hull: 1/0 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Special Abilities: None 

Weapons: Main 1 (C). Secondary N/A. AA N/A. 

Ideal for inshore raiding… 

 

Name: MTB ‘Squadron #1’. 

Speed: 8” (steam) 

Turning: 4 

Target Size: 4 

Armour: 0 

Hull: 2/1 

Command: 2 (Trained). 

Aircraft: None.  

Special Abilities: Agile. Torpedoes 1 shot  

only. Can carry torpedoes or depth charges. 

Weapons: Main N/A. Secondary 1. AA 1.  

Speed and torpedoes made these ships a  

threat to their larger brethren – especially in  

night attacks. In Eras 7 & 8 even more so –  

due to their ability to carry a missile instead  

of a torpedo. 

 

1.7. ‘Doubling Up’ 

 

Players can ‘double up’ all stats  

and distances to make their games  

more detailed and last longer. 

 

 

 

Cassiopeia of Domestos  

explains: ‘We really want to  

keep things simple, fast and  

furious. A bit like Thermos of 

Kos - so I’ve warned you  

kyries there. ‘Doubling’ stats 

works jolly well when you  

have a few ships and more  

time for a detailed game, or 

are working at a larger scale 

such as 1/600th ‘coastal’. 
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2.0. TURN SEQUENCE    

 

2.1. Each turn is split into four distinct  

phases. These are played in order –  

Initiative Phase, Movement Phase,  

Attack Phase and End Phase.  

 

Initiative Phase (see 3.0.) 

At the start of each turn, both players  

roll for initiative using 2D6.  

 

Movement Phase (see 4.0.) 

The player who wins the Initiative Phase will decide whether to move a ship 

first or force his opponent to do so. Players then alternate moving ships, 

choosing which to move, until all are moved. Aircraft counters are next moved. 

 

Attack Phase (see 5.0.) 

Once all ships have been moved into position, they can fire their weapons. 

Players alternate firing ships; the player who won Initiative, deciding which 

ship fires first. Resolve all attacks from that ship before moving on to the next, 

until all ships have attacked, or had a chance to attack. A player may nominate 

a ship to do nothing, thereby waiving the right to fire later in the turn. 

 

End Phase (see 6.0.) 

The End Phase is used to ‘tidy up’, and to conduct Damage Control and other 

book-keeping. Once the End Phase is complete, a new turn begins. 

 

2.2. Detailed Turn Sequence 

 

Pre-Game 

1) Set /adjudicate weather and wind direction, and set up ships in start  

 positions for game, including detailing ‘lurking’ Submarines (see 11.1.). 

 

Initiative Phase 

1) Check all visibility, including using Radar (see 10.5.) 

2) Check for changes in wind direction (see 10.4.1.) 

3) Allocate any ‘on fire’ hits (see 5.8.) 

4) Roll for Initiative (see 3.0). 

 

Grossadmiral  

Donutz explains: ‘Pay 

special attention to zer  

turn sequence. If you  

make a mistake, let it  

go and move forward.  

C’est la gare as zer  

Frenchies zay. After a  

few games you be  

gerplaying all vill clear  

becomen’. 
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Movement Phase 

1) Reveal any ‘lurking’ Submarines (see 11.1.). 

2) Nominated first player moves first ship, then opponent, until all ships are  

moved. Before moving each must state any Special Actions (see 7.0.) it 

wishes to attempt; and/or if laying or sweeping mines as it moves. 

3) Adjudicate any mine explosions caused by movement. 

4) Aircraft counters are moved, by type, alternating again in Initiative order   

           (see 4.2.). 

5) CAPs intercept hostile aircraft moving into their radius (see 8.6.). 

 

Attack Phase 

1) Aircraft first declare their attack intentions, i.e. against which ships. Next, 

  fire all AA weapons, Initiative holder first. 

2) Nominated first player fires first ship and resolves all its attacks, then  

 opponent, until all ships have attacked and any damage is resolved. N.B.  

if a ship is attempting to attack a submerged Submarine it must first 

make a successful detection roll (see 10.3.) and place a marker.  

3) Nominated first player resolves any boarding attacks, then opponent, until  

all ships have attacked and any captures are resolved (see 8.2.).  

4) Resolve any aircraft dogfights and CAP interceptions (see 9.6.). 

5) Surviving aircraft counters attack, by type order, again in Initiative order. 

 

End Phase 

1) Ships can shoot to intercept incoming missiles (see 5.11.2. also – Aegis 7.3.). 

2) Roll to see if torpedoes / missiles cause damage – including overshoots (see   

5.9.) 

3) Conduct Damage Control of critical hits (see 6.2.) and other book-keeping;  

 Initiative holder first. 

4) Adjudicate any ‘Strikes’ (see 5.7.) resulting from damage taken by ships. 

5) Remove detected Submarine markers. 

6) Launch and recover aircraft counters 

7) If using a ‘floating map’ move all one-table items. 

8) Adjudicate any weather changes (see 10.4.1.) 

9) Once the End Phase is complete, a new turn begins. 
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3.0. INITIATIVE PHASE 

 

At the start of each turn, both players roll  

for initiative using 2D6. Any ties are re-rolled. 

 

Modify the score by:-  

 

If a fleet has any civilian shipping –1  

If the fleet flagship is Superior +2  

If the fleet flagship is Inferior –2 

If fleet flagship holds the ‘weather gauge’ IN ERAS 1 to 4 (see 4.2.) +2 

If the fleet has ‘Spotter’ Special Ability on at least one of its ships +1 

If the fleet has patrol plane counters available on the table +2 

If the fleet flagship has Radar +1 (for each level, e.g. ‘Radar 3’ equals +3) 

 

The fleet with the highest total holds ‘Initiative’ and may decides who moves a 

ship first. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Captain Bennett  

explains: ‘Of course  

there are other factors  

involved, like the  

weather and night  

battles. Have a look at  

Section 10.0. for these. These here are  

the main ones you’ll need. In the modern 

world having the best ‘radar’/ ECM set (see 

10.5.) counts for a lot, so get the boffins on 

that asap…’ 

 

Midshipman Bennett explains: ‘Use your shore leave for study and self- 

improvement. Avoid pirate haunts and low drinking places like Poole Quay -   

especially on a Saturday night… For obvious reasons I avoid tavern wenches  

(unlike some of my fellows). Poor Captain Darcy, I understand, tragically lost his  

sweetheart to the miasma, and has no belle or spouse. I expect this explains his  

mournful cello playing… 
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4.0. MOVEMENT PHASE 

 

4.1. Ship Movement 

 

A ship may only be nominated to move once only every turn. Every ship and 

counter must be nominated. Players are not allowed to skip ships or counters. 

Moving ships in squadrons (see 12.1.) can speed play up. 

 

There are a range of OPTIONAL ‘Special Actions’ (see 7.0.) players can attempt 

as well as / instead of moving normally. These are diced for before moving. 

Some will affect events later in the turn, some immediately. 

 

After taking and adjudicating Special Actions, each nominated ship can be 

moved a distance up to its current maximum permitted Speed (up to its current 

maximum permitted Speed for its attitude to the wind if using sails - see 4.1.1.). 

Unless the ship’s Speed reduced to zero due to damage, it must move at least 

1”. If its move is reduced below 1”, it’s considered to be at a dead stop. 

 

A ship may only turn once in each 

Movement Phase (see side bar). It can only  

do so when it has moved at least 1” in a  

straight line. Each turn a ship may opt to  

turn either port or starboard. A player  

should place the Turning Template  

(Template 2) next to his ship on the side he  

wishes to turn. He then moves the bow up to a number of ‘points’ equal to its 

maximum Turning score (note the first increment is deliberately generous).  

 

Each point turned deducts 1” from a ship’s move. Era 5 and 6 submarines can 

double their turns on the surface. 

 

For ships colliding in Eras 2-4 see 8.1. For  

collisions in Eras 5+ each loses a hull point  

as damage and ‘glance off’. 

 

 

 

 

  

Sub-Lieutenant Phillips  

Explains a ‘Special Rule’:  

‘Agile’ ships  

can turn twice a turn –  

have a look at 7.3.  

MTB’s are always  ‘Agile’. 

Got that? Good! Left hand down a bit…’ 
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4.1.1. Wind Direction And Sailing Ship Speed 

 

At the start of the game place the ‘Wind Rose’ (Template 3) on the table to 

show the direction towards which the wind is blowing. If the wind is coming 

from behind a sailing ship’s rear 90° it is said to have the ‘wind gauge’. As soon 

as the ‘wind gauge’ is lost through movement, a ship’s speed drops, starting on 

the next turn, as its momentum is lost.  

 

A ship with sails and oars (or sails and steam) can choose which propulsion 

system to use that turn. 

 

When sailing, if the wind is coming directly at a ship’s bow arc at the start of its 

move, it is said to be ‘in irons’. If it is coming directly from its stern arc it is said 

to be ‘running’. If from its port or starboard it is ‘reaching’. N.B. Not all ships 

‘reaching’ have the wind gauge, it must also be coming from its rear 90° (see 

Template #1). 

 

Sailing ship speeds are:- 

 

In Irons   Move 1/3rd it’s move distance as stated on its SD. 

Running          Move it’s move distance as stated on its SD. 

Reaching with wind gauge  Move twice it’s move distance as stated on its SD. 

Reaching without wind gauge   Move it’s move distance as stated on its SD. 

Anchored / no wind  Turn on the spot up to 90° 

 

For ease of play we have factored out sail settings. ‘Special Actions’ (see 7.0.) 

may allow for additional manoeuvring. Minimum move (unless damaged) is 1”. 
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4.2. Aircraft Movement 

 

Aircraft move in different Initiative order.  

 

Once all ships of all fleets have been  

moved, the player who won the Initiative  

must then choose whether to move his  

Aircraft counters first, or to force his  

opponent to do so. Once this decision has  

been made, all counters of aircraft of the  

same type are moved simultaneously.  

The opposing fleet then does the same  

with its aircraft of that type (see 2.2.).  

 

All Helicopters move first, then Patrol/Bombers, then Dive Bombers, then 

Torpedo Bombers, then Fighters, then all ‘Strike’ types dedicated to attacking 

shipping, then finally, ‘Strike’ dedicated as Fighters (see 9.2.). 

 

Aircraft flights can move in any direction and take as many turns as they wish, 

up to a distance 65” a turn if their dogfight value is 0; 70” if their dogfight value 

is 1; 75” if dogfight value 2. Strike aircraft of all types move 90”. Fighters / 

Strike assigned as fighters, can instead choose to ‘circle’ ships they are 

defending as a Combat Air Patrol (CAP) – simply declare this.  

 

See also section 9.0. 

 

 

 

 

 

Lieutenant Tashika  

Honda explains:  

‘Move in large  

formations to swamp  

enemy defences.   

When they’re asleep  

on a Sunday morning  

is ideal. Fighters move  

later - so take care  

when you commit  

your attack aircraft. 

You will also need to look in detail at Section 9.0.  
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5.0. ATTACK PHASE 

 

5.1. Weapons 

 

The types of weapons used are listed below. SDs will detail weapons carried. 

 

Main Guns – No Suffix: These are the main turreted ‘gun’ weapons of 6” or 

above in calibre. Typical of Era 5 onwards, they are carried by CL or larger; and 

fire explosive shells. Main guns use the Fire Arc Template (#1) to decide 

whether a target is in their view. SDs may state more limited arcs. 

 

Main Guns - Suffix ‘C’. These are the 24 and 32 pounder muzzleloading guns 

firing solid shot in batteries, typical of Eras 2 to 4. These main guns use the 

‘broadside’ Fire Arc (Template #1) to decide whether a target is in their view. 

SDs may state more limited arcs.  

 

Secondary Weapons: These represent the multitude of smaller gun weaponry, 

Era 4 onwards, up to 5.9” in calibre. They may be used to attack any target in 

range on any heading. Note smaller ships will only ever possess ‘secondary 

weapons’. Adjust upwards fire factors for automatic self-laying weapons.  

 

Anti-Aircraft Batteries: These weapons are the main defence a ship has against 

aircraft in Era 5+. Anti-aircraft batteries may target aircraft counters within 

range. They fire at the start of the Attack Phase before players adjudicate any 

other fire. As a ‘Special Action’ (OPTIONAL - see 7.2.) ‘High Angle’ ships can use 

their secondary weapons as AA. For close-defence anti-aircraft missile (like 

‘Seacat’) increase fire factors. Radars 2 & 3 also increase AA ranges – see 9.5. 

 

Torpedoes: Torpedoes are launched from the port or starboard of a vessel, or 

from the fore or stern arc if a Submarine; fore only if MTB or from aircraft. SDs 

may state more limited arcs. Superior guidance control in Eras 7 and 8 are 

dealt with in 5.9. For typical loads carried see sidebar, Page 34. 

 

Depth Charges: Weapons only capable of attacking a submerged vessel. Depth 

charges use the same fire arc as rear-mounted turret guns. Vessels with the 

‘Hedgehog’ Special Ability (see 7.2.) have enhanced arcs. Specialist ASW 

helicopters (ASW (H)) are dealt with as a ‘Special Ability’ (see 7.3. and 11.2.). 
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Bombs: Carried by aircraft. Bombs are capable of smashing through even 

armoured decks to explode within a ship’s vulnerable areas. Ouch! See 9.4. 

 

Missiles: These are anti-ship (and ergo anti-Submarine) missiles (see 5.11). The 

number of ‘launchers’ a ship possesses depends upon its size class. Counters 

(aircraft and boats) have one ‘one-shot’; Size 4 and 5 1 x launcher, Size 3 2 x 

launchers, Size 2 3 x launchers, Size 1 4 x launchers. In all cases Submarines 

with missiles have an extra launcher. E.G. HMS ‘Astute’ counts as a Size Class 4, 

but counts as having 2 x launchers. Some SD’s may state double capability. 

 

5.2. Splitting Fire 

 

Only Secondary and Anti-Aircraft weapons may split their total fire dice 

between different targets. The number of dice allocated to each target must 

be declared before firing takes place. Main Guns, Torpedoes, Missiles, Depth 

Charges and Bombs must be fired at a single target by each ship or counter. 

 

5.3. Fire Procedure 

 

Players alternate firing their ships and counters, calculating all damage and 

resolving its effects before moving on to another vessel. Unless an SD has stats 

to the contrary, a player may fire each weapon system once during every turn.  

 

A player must nominate a target for every weapon he intends to fire from his 

ship, before any attacks are adjudicated - all targets must therefore be 

nominated before checking whether they are indeed within arc and range.  

 

a) Nominate targets for each weapon that will be fired and check ranges. 

Effective gun ranges are:- 
  
12” calibre and above – 65”    

9” to 11” in calibre – 52”   

7” to 8” in calibre – 46”  

6” in calibre - 40”   

Secondary – 30”   

Main (C) Cannon - 5” 

Guns of 6” calibre and above can shoot at double these ranges with penalty (see 5.5.) 

 

b) Next, resolve any hits scored (see 5.5) then c) resolve any damage caused 

(see 5.6. through 5.8.). A ship’s SD will state how many dice need to be rolled. 

Admiral Lowe explains: ‘Blistering  

Barnacles! If you’re doing a  

campaign, at stage 5.6. allow any  

ship ‘sinking’ to survive on a roll  

of doubles on 2D6. It is still  

removed from play, but makes  

port to be repaired and fight another day. 
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5.4. Eligible Targets 

 

For a target to be attacked it must lie in the appropriate arc of the weapon 

firing at it; and it must be within the range of the weapon. Third, it must have 

been located by the firer (see 10.0. ‘Weather And Visibility’).  

 

If a ship does not have arc for all its weapons. Take an appropriate proportion. 

E.G. four turrets, 2 fore, 2 aft, halve total dice – three turrets, 2 fore, 1 aft, 2/3 

total dice. Masked turrets (e.g. HMS ‘Nelson’) also require adjusting. 

 

Ships and counters do not block the line of sight of each other. It is assumed 

there is enough time to manoeuvre sufficiently to get a clear shot. 

 

Unless stated otherwise it is assumed ships will be firing to damage their 

opponents’ hulls. In Eras 2 to 4 they can instead use their Main Weapons to 

‘fire to dismast’ (i.e. to deliberately target sails and rigging – see 5.8.). 

 

Ships grappled to friends (see 7.2. + 8.0.) can be considered targets – but 1/3 of 

any hits inflicted must be passed onto said friendly ship(s). For example, if 

firing on the side of an enemy grappled on its other side to a friendly ship; 1/3 

of all hits must be allocated to said friend. 
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5.5. Gaining Gunnery Hits 

 

Each weapon system listed on a ship’s SD  

has an Attack Dice number listed, i.e. the  

number of D6 dice rolled every time the  

weapon system is fired (see 5.4. for arc 

and other limitations). 

 

When Attack Dice are rolled, the resulting  

number on each die is compared to the  

target’s Target size score. For every Attack  

die that equals or beats the Target score, a  

hit has been scored.  

 

Each ‘natural 1’ rolled is always a miss – each ‘natural 6’ rolled is always a hit. 

 

Other Attack die scores are modified as follows:- 

 

Extreme Range for Guns (target is more than 52” away)  –2  

Long Range for Guns (target is 40”-52” away)  –1 

Fast Moving Target (target moved more than 6” that turn) and/or target is 

making smoke  –1  

Vessels with ‘Radar’ to guide their Guns  +1 (see 10.5.) 

Extreme Range for (C) (i.e. target is more than 3” away) –2  

Long Range for (C) (i.e. target is more than 2” away) –1 

Beyond ‘effective range’ for all weapons -4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Captain Darcy  

explains: ‘It’s really  

quite simple, Miss  

Bennett. ‘Hood’s  

main armament is  

value 8, so it rolls  

8 x D6. It rolls 1, 2,  

2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6. The 1 will always miss, the 6 

always hit. Now, ‘Bismarck’ is size 2 – so the rest 

should hit. Sadly she’s at long range, which is -1, 

so the 2 x 2s miss. No other factors – 

‘Bismarck’s’ not that fast – so 5 hits. Get your 

broadside on ‘em - that’s the ticket! 
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5.6. The Effect Of Hits 

 

Next, for each hit scored roll a further D6  

for all Guns – except for Cannon (C) who  

roll a D3; being less potent weapons. This is 

the ‘damage dice’ roll. 

 

a) Long and Extreme Range plunging fire  

gets + 1 bonus to damage Dice score – i.e.  

a 5 converts to a 6. 

 

b) Secondary weapons deduct -1 to their  

damage score – i.e. a 5 converts to a 4. 

 

c) Cannon (C) never modify their score for range. However, a Cannon (C) 

‘raking shot’ - i.e. one hitting a target’s fore or stern arc, always converts 

one points up – i.e. a 2 becomes a 3.  

 

If the resultant score equals or ‘beats’ the target’s armour (for some ships this 

is automatic) it will ‘go through’, and cause damage; and one point is 

deducted, for each, from the target’s remaining Hull score. 

 

If a ship’s Hull score is reduced to zero, it is considered to be destroyed and/or 

sinking and is removed (N.B. sidebar note in section 5.3.) 

 

Furthermore, any roll beating the target’s armour (not just equalling it) may 

also cause a ‘Critical’ or ‘Vital hit’. Roll a further die for each of these hits. If a 

4+ is rolled, in addition to causing hull damage, the target it also suffers a 

Critical / Vital hit (see below, 5.8. for how to resolve these).  

 

 

Captain Darcy  

further explains:  

‘Right Miss Bennett. 

‘Hood’ got five hits  

on ‘Bismarck’. So,  

roll again. A 2, 3, 4, 4, 

5. ‘Bismarck’s  

armour is 5, so normally only the 5 would 

remove a hull point. However, as she’s at long 

range the 4’s convert to 5’s, and the 5 to a 6. 

That’s three hull off – and the 6 beats 

‘Bismarck’s armour. Roll this dice again. We roll 

a 5. Let’s go to 5.8. and see what this ‘critical hit’ 

does to the beast…  
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5.7. Crippled Ships & Striking Colours  

 

Hull values have secondary figures, as noted on each ship or counter’s SD. For 

example, a ship with Hull ‘17/6’ can take 17 points of total Hull Damage, but 

when it has been reduced to 6 points, the ‘Crippled’ threshold has been 

passed. This ship is deemed ‘crippled’ for the rest of the game. 

 

Effects of being Crippled:- 

 

1) Turning is reduced to one point maximum 

2) Top Speed is reduced to half maximum.  

3) The dice rolled for the ship’s main, secondary, close and anti-aircraft  

weapons will all be halved. Missile are Torpedo launch rates are also halved 

4) When first Crippled, roll a die for every Special Ability the ship possesses. On 

a 4+ this is destroyed or removed (special abilities marked * are negative  

and are never lost when Crippled). 

5) IN ERAS 1 to 4, when first Crippled, take a command test. Roll a D6 and add  

the ship’s Command score. If it fails to score a ‘4+’ it will ‘Strike’ and  

surrender, taking no further part in the game until boarded by a friendly 

ship; or by an enemy and taken as a prize.  

6) A Submarine that has become ‘Crippled’ must surface. It may not submerge  

again for the rest of the battle. 
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5.8. Effect Of Critical / Vital Hits 

 

If a Critical Hit is scored (see 5.6), roll a D6  

on the table below to determine exactly  

which critical system has been hit. These  

Critical Hits can be repaired during a game,  

Hull hits cannot (they’re dockyard jobs). Note 

these on the SD. It is possible to have the  

system critically hit more than once. 
 

1) Critical Armament. Halve all firing factors /  

launch rates (if carrier) until repaired.  

N.B. this is cumulative (‘half and half  

again’). 

2) Critical Motive. Halve maximum possible speed until repaired. Note this is  

cumulative (‘half and half again’). 

3) Critical Steering – the vessel can’t turn until the associated Critical is  

repaired. If turning on its last move it must circle as tightly as possible.  

Submarines can also no longer submerge – if submerged they must  

surface immediately.  

4) Critical Fire/Flooding – roll again –  

1-3 reallocate as above  

4 ignore – lucky break – situation controlled. 

5 or 6 allocate as below. 

5) Vital Fire / Flooding! – roll 2 X further dice. If ‘doubles’ are rolled the  

magazine has exploded and the ship immediately sinks. If no ‘sink  

explosion’ occurs the vessel is now on fire / flooding (this can be  

extinguished as a Special Action by using those optional rules (see 7.2.) A  

ship on fire / flooding takes a further critical hit every turn until the fire /  

flood is extinguished.  

6) Vital System hit – lose one special ability of players own choice. If all not  

marked * are already lost/applicable - instead lose an extra Hull damage. 
 

N.B. Ships that declared they were firing to dismast (see 5.4.) convert all ‘1’s to 

‘2’s. 

 

Captain Darcy  

further explains:  

‘Right Miss Bennett. 

‘Hood’ did a fair bit  

of damage to  

‘Bismarck’, but let’s 

roll again for the 

‘crit’. A 2! That’ll slow the beast until Jerry 

manages to repair it’. 

‘A 5 – then doubles – would have been better?’ 

Elizabeth remarked by way of informed reply. 

‘Father Neptune is rarely that generous, Miss 

Bennett’, Captain Darcy sighed the die was cast. 
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5.9. Torpedoes (ERAS 4+) 

 

Torpedoes are launched in salvoes and self-powered (contact ‘spar torpedoes’ 

are dealt with in Section 8.0.).  

 

A torpedo attack is declared in the same way as any other. Place a Torpedo 

Spread counter in contact with a single nominated target vessel that is within 

the attacker’s appropriate torpedo arc. The counter should be placed along the 

target’s beam only if the vessel making the torpedo attack is in arc to make 

such an attack against it; otherwise the target’s fore or aft arc (as appropriate). 

 

Torpedo ranges are:- 

2”-12” Era 4 

2”-24” Eras 5 to 6  

2”-32” Eras 7 & 8 or if Japanese Long-lance from Era 6  

 

In the End Phase, roll 3 X Attack Dice for each  

torpedo spread – two only if from an aircraft  

counter. These Attack Dice do not use the  

normal ‘to hit’ modifiers detailed, above, in 5.5.  

Instead, they hit on a D6 score of 2+.  

 

a) Add +1 if the Torpedo Spread  

counter was placed upon a target’s beam. 

b) Deduct the target size score when calculating  

c) Add +1 if guided torpedoes  

d) Deduct -1 if targeting a Submarine before Era 8. 

 

N.B. a ‘natural 1’ rolled is always a miss; a  

‘natural 6’ always a hit. 

 

Damage Dice are then rolled, and the effects of  

the hits are worked out accordingly, as detailed,  

above, in 5.6. Any torpedo hit scoring a Critical  

or Vital hit also inflicts an extra such hit.  

 

For Air-Launched Torpedoes, aircraft deploy  

torpedoes using the same procedure, excepting  

Captain Roberto  

Tagliatelli explains:   

‘I line upa my destroyer  

on da beam of zee  

English battleship  

‘Queen Elizabeth’. Eet  

is night, and I am in range. I roll my 

three dice – a 2, 4, 5. That coverts to a 

3, 5, and 6 ‘cos of da beam. But it is 

night, so that is -1 (see 10.2.) - and the 

target is size 2. That means a -3 in total, 

so I score a net  0, 2, 3. Two hits!’ 

 

Captain Roberto  

Tagliatelli explains:   

‘I rolla my damage dice 

 – a 3 anda 5. Target  

armour is 4 – so only  

zee 5 takes away a hull  

point. As ‘Queen Elizabeth’ has no 

‘torpedo belt’ (see 7.3.) there is no re-

roll – so I dica to see what da 5 does. A 

3! I hit zer steering. But I too getta da 

bonus! A 4! Roll again! A 6! Zer English 

lose their ‘Spotter’ ability also. Yeppa - 

don’ta get hit below the waterline… 
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that these torpedoes have a reduced range of 6”, so are launched from just 

within AA range. In addition, aircraft intending to make a torpedo attack run 

must declare this after they have first moved (q.v. 9.5.).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.10. Mines (ERAS 5+) 

 

The location of minefields was generally known, so for convenience of play 

assume this to be the case if using pre-set minefields.  

 

Mines can also be laid during a game. Only CL, DD, SS and smaller capable 

vessels can lay mines. Each carries up to 6 notional mines (specialist minelayers 

can double this). If mines are carried no torpedoes can be carried. Vessels can 

lay 1 x ‘notional mine’ each turn, each occupying a ‘field’ 1” by ½” wide.   

 

Each vessel moving through a minefield rolls a D6 and adds: 

 

 +1 per row traversed 

 +1 if moving more than 4” that turn  

 

On a resultant score of 4 or above the ship has hit a mine. Each mine hit 

damages a vessel with three dice, exactly as if a torpedo hit (see above, 5.9.). 

 

Minesweeping capable ships (see 7.2.) can sweep all mines passed through if 

they are moving at 2” or less per turn. They are not damaged whilst sweeping, 

but may not shoot or launch any non-AA weapons. 
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5.11. Guided Missiles (ERAS 6+) 

 

These surface-skimming weapons can be considered, in many ways, to be akin 

to Torpedoes (see 5.9.), being self-powered (and also, self-guided).  

 

Pioneering Era 6 missiles such as the German ‘FritzX’ radio-guided bombs and 

Japanese ‘cherry blossom’ rockets count as air-launched torpedoes (see 5.9.) – 

excepting they are launched from bombers at an extended range of 8”. 

 

In Eras 7 & 8 a Missile attack is declared in a similar way to a Torpedo attack. 

Place a Missile counter - one for each launcher fired - in contact with a single 

nominated target vessel that is within 4”-100”. Being self-guided any target 

can be considered within ‘arc’.  

 

Similar again to Torpedoes, in the End Phase, roll 4 X Attack Dice for each 

Missile spread – three only if from an aircraft counter. These Attack Dice do not 

use the normal ‘to hit’ modifiers detailed in 5.5. Instead, they hit on a 2+. 

Deduct the target size score when calculating (e.g. target size 2 = -2). N.B. a 

‘natural 1’ rolled is always a miss; a ‘natural 6’ always a hit. 

 

Damage Dice are then rolled, and the effects of the hits are calculated 

accordingly, as detailed, in 5.6. Again, as with torpedoes, any Missile hit scoring 

a Critical or Vital hit also inflicts an extra such hit.  

 

Air-Launched Missiles from attacking ‘Strike’ aircraft have a reduced range of 

60”. In addition, aircraft intending to make a missile attack run must declare 

this after they have first moved (q.v. 9.5.). Forward CAP’s and ‘pickets’ are 

therefore useful things to deploy. 

 

5.11.1. Missile Point Defence / Decoying.  

 

At the very start of the End Phase (see 2.2.) any AA  

weapons unfired that turn can attempt to destroy /  

decoy incoming Missiles, just before they (may)  

‘hit’. Roll a D6 for each defending point – on a 7+  

they have intercepted the missile, and it is removed. 

Add to this dice score the ships ‘Radar Value (see 10.5.)  

 

Note also the ‘Aegis’ Special Ability (see 7.3.).  

Captain Wolf  

Packe suggests:  

‘SDs should state  

torpedo and 

missile reloads.  

Generally WWI and WW2 

destoyers were one-shot 

gerbeing; U-Boats up to 4.’ 
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6.0. END PHASE 

 

6.1. Function. 

 

Once all players have moved and attacked with all ships and counters, the End 

Phase completes the turn. Complete any bookkeeping and attempt to repair 

any damage ships have sustained from Critical hits (see 6.2). 

 

6.2. Damage Control. 

 

During the End Phase, players can repair their ships’ Critical / Vital hits through 

Damage Control. The player who won the Initiative does this first, for all of his 

ships that have been damaged, then his opponent. 

 

Critical / Vital hits are the only things Damage Control can repair – it cannot be 

used to restore a Hull or being ‘Crippled’.  

 

A player may only attempt to repair one Critical hit on each ship on each turn.  

 

To repair a Critical / Vital hit, select one effect  

a ship is currently suffering and roll 1D6,  

adding the ship’s Command score. On a roll of  

5 or more, the hit has been repaired. If  

unsuccessful the effect persists until the next  

turn, when the player may try attempt to  

repair the hit.  

 

Remember, the failure to repair the ‘Fire / Flooding’ ‘crit’ means a further 

critical hit taken each turn (see 5.8. for details). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Captain Darcy explains: ‘It is a truth, universally acknowledged, that when  

properly trained from an early age, bright midshipmen make the best officers. 

I am fortunate to have Midshipman Bennett appointed. He is a diligent officer, 

with little of the adolescent fripperies and juvenile humour of his  

contemporaries. He also shares my love of the cello. Physical fitness is vital in  

the Royal Navy... and I’ve advised him to see the surgeon, however, as his  

chest appears somewhat peculiar and deformed…’. 
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7.0. SPECIAL ACTIONS & ABILITIES (OPTIONAL SECTION) 

 

7.1. In large games – to speed play – this section can be omitted and adapted. 

 

When a ship is nominated to move, a player can also choose to perform a 

‘Special Action’. These require a Command check for success. Each ship may 

only attempt one Special Action each turn, though any number of ships may 

attempt one each turn. Special Actions must be chosen and attempted before 

the ship begins to move. A Command check is performed by rolling 1D6 and 

adding the ship’s Command score. If the total equals or beats that listed in the 

Special Action’s description, the action is successful. If the check fails, the ship 

simply moves / acts normally. 

 

7.2. The range of Special Actions that may be attempted are described below. 

 

Holding Out For A Hero… 

Command Check: 7 

Effect: If successful the ship may immediately roll for two separate Special 

Actions this turn, instead of just one. Failure means none can be rolled for. 

 

All Hands On Deck! 

Command Check: 6 

Effect: The captain orders the engineering / carpentry section to alert. If 

successful, the ship gains a +1 modifier when attempting Damage Control that 

turn (see 6.2.). 

 

Come About! 

Command Check: 6 

Effect: Pushing the ship’s rudders to maximum, the captain orders a hard turn. 

The ship adds +1 to its Turning for this turn (see 4.1.). 

 

Flank Speed! 

Command Check: 5 

Effect: Straining the engines/sails, crew and rigging, the captain orders best 

speed. The ship adds +25% to its Speed for this turn. All Attack Dice of 

weapons fired from this ship suffer a –1 penalty, at stage 5.5. (‘Gaining Hits’) 

 

 

 

Midshipman Bennett explains: ‘Fortune favours the bold. As a younger man, and  

a frigate captain, Admiral Lowe boldly boarded a French vessel, back the days  

when England was allied to Spain. He rescued a captured Spanish maiden on  

board, a senorita of considerable wit, wealth and beauty; her fiery Iberian nature  

steadfastly defying her gallic captors. She is now the Lady Julia; for with the prize  

money they were able to wed. How romantic! Just like one of Miss Austen’s  

celebrated ‘bodice-rippers’, where the assertive heroine wins the gentleman of  

her choice, in the face of all adversity… Except, of course, in ‘Sanditon’… 
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Evasive! 

Command Check: 6 

Effect: Turning hard, the ship attempts to throw attackers off, by avoiding 

being where it was predicted. If successful, all attacks to hit (including those 

from aircraft, missiles and/or torpedoes) which hit the ship that turn must be 

re-rolled. All attacks the evading ship makes which hit must also be re-rolled. 

 

Put That Fire Out! / Plug That Hole! 

Command Check: 7 

If a ship is on fire and/or flooding top priority should go to repairing it in 

addition to a normal Damage Control roll (6.2.). Pass and any fires and floods 

are out. N.B. This action can be taken by ships grappled to those on fire, in 

order to prevent catching fire themselves. Ships cannot fire or launch that turn. 

 

Tack!  ERAS 1-4 ONLY 

Command Check: 5 

The ship can freely move towards the wind, if this in its ‘in Irons’ zone, at its 

current speed. It may, however, make no turns that move. 

 

Jib!  ERAS 1-4 ONLY 

Command Check: 5 

The ship can immediately turn 90° hard towards the wind and move at its 

current speed. It may make no other turns that move. 

 

Wear!  ERAS 1-4 ONLY 

Command Check: 4 

The ship can immediately turn 90° hard away from the wind and move at its 

current speed. It may make no other turns that move. 

 

Grapple / Ram! ERAS 1-4 ONLY 

Command Check: 5 

Effect: To close for boarding (see 8.1.) the ship can ram/grapple an enemy 

vessel within 2”. This can be evaded (see below ‘Evade Grapple!’). 

 

Evade Grapple!  ERAS 1-4 ONLY 

Command Check: 6 

Effect: Standing ready – the ship may successfully evade any one attempt to 

close and grapple with it that turn (see 8.1.) 
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Make Smoke!  ERAS 5+ ONLY 

Command Check: 3 

Effect: Burning fuel, the ship cloaks itself in thick clouds of smoke. Place a 

Smoke Counter on the ship, with its leading edge on its bridge, so it trails 

behind. No surface ship attacks that draw a line through this may be made 

except by ships equipped with Radar (see 10.5.) – nor may the ship emitting 

smoke fire, except via Radar. The Smoke Counter is removed in the End Phase. 

This Special Action may not be performed in Bad Weather (see 10.2.). All 

aircraft take a -1 accuracy for attacking a target making smoke. 

 

Rig for Silent Running! (Submarine only) 

Command Check: 6 

Effect: In an effort to avoid detection, the captain orders his engines, crew and 

other systems made silent for the turn. All vessels rolling to detect the 

Submarine suffer a –1 penalty score that turn. The Submarine may only move a 

maximum of half its speed and may not make any attacks. N.B. Successful 

‘Silent Running’ does not completely inhibit Sonar or Radar detection. 

 

7.3. Special Abilities That Can Be Bestowed Upon Certain Ships 

 

As well as conducting Special Actions, some ships have built-in Special Abilities 

that they always freely use. See also 10.5. for special rules for ‘Radars 2 & 3’. 

 

Agile: 

The ship is very manoeuvrable, by virtue of speed, size and/or advanced 

rudder systems. An Agile ship may turn twice during its movement. The first 

turn must take place once the ship has moved 1” in a straight line. The second 

turn takes place right at the end of the ship’s movement. 

 

Marines: 

The ship carries additional trained Marines – or soldiers - for use in boarding 

and ground actions (see 8.2.). 

 

Legendary Officers:  

We’re talking here the toppermost of the toppermost; the Drakes, Jack 

Sparrows, Decateurs, Nelsons, Surcoufs. They can automatically take the 

‘Holding Out For A Hero…’ option (see 7.2.) without needed to dice for it. 
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*One-Shot:  

This ability normally is only (usually) possessed by weapons carried on aircraft, 

by destroyer torpedoes, and small Submarine and MTBs. Ammunition or 

payload is deemed limited, and so once used may not be used again for the 

rest of the game. All aircraft count as one-shot until rearmed.   

 

*Something Wrong With Our Bloody Ships (SWWOBS1):  

Poor sea keeping qualities. In bad weather this ship will count as being ‘on 

flood’ every turn (see 5.8. for damage effect of this). 

 

*Something Wrong With Our Bloody Ships (SWWOBS2): ERAS 5+ 

The opposite of Armoured Deck (q.v.). Weak deck armour and short-sighted 

combat procedures means attackers get +1 to their damage dice scores at long 

and extreme range (see 5.6.). In addition aircraft dropping bombs on the ship 

add +1 to their damage effect dice (see 9.4.).  

 

Close! ERAS 1-4 ONLY 

Representing carronades and such. Ships with this ability firing their Cannon 

(C) at a range of up to 3” may add +1 to their effect dice at stage 5.6. ‘Close x 2’ 

adds two points (and so on). Ships without Cannon (C) with the ‘Close’ ability 

may instead add +1 in boarding combats (see 8.2.) 

 

Ram:  ERAS 1-5 ONLY 

The ship is equipped with a purpose-built Ram – see 8.1.   

 

Copper-Bottomed: ERA 3 ONLY 

Sailing ships with this ability have low drag. They add 1” to their move each 

turn, to be taken whenever wished; before or after turning. 

 

Minesweeper: ERAS 4+ ONLY 

The ship can sweep mines (see 5.10.). 

 

Armoured Deck: ERAS 6+ ONLY 

The ship has reinforced armour lining on its deck. Attackers firing upon this 

ship do not get the +1 plunging bonus to their Damage Dice at long and 

extreme ranges, at stage 5.6. In addition, aircraft dropping bombs on the ship 

suffer a -1 penalty to their Damage Dice (see 9.4.). 
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Carrier: ERAS 5+ ONLY 

The ship is an aircraft carrier (see 9.3.). See 12.4. for locating carriers off-table.  

 

Radar: ERAS 6+ ONLY 

The ship is fitted with a Radar / ECM processing systems that allows it to 

operate more effectively at long ranges, and at night (see 10.5.).  

 

Hedgehog: ERAS 5+ ONLY 

This ship may fire depth charges to any arc. 

 

Sub-Hunter: ERAS 6+ ONLY 

This ship has upgraded ASDIC/sonar systems that allows it to hunt Submarines 

with greater effect. The ship gains a +1 bonus when attempting to detect a 

Submarine. A ship thus equipped may also engage in Long-Ranged Detection 

(see Submarines, section 11.2.). 

 

Submarine: ERAS 6+ ONLY 

Submarines (see 11.0.) have the ability to render themselves all but invisible to 

their enemies when submerged (and nearly soon the surface). Submarines 

with aircraft and/or guns larger than secondary must spend an entire turn on 

the surface, taking no action other than moving, to deploy or to stow. 

 

Torpedo Belt: ERAS 5+ ONLY 

The ship has a thick reinforced layer of protection, capable of minimising the 

effects of a torpedo hit. Half of all Damage Dice from a torpedo that hits may 

be re-rolled, at the discretion of the player hit. 

 

Spotter: ERAS 6+ ONLY 

Ships often carry small numbers of observation and reconnaissance aircraft to 

effectively extend their eyes and ears, over an ocean. Any fleet with this ability 

also gains a +1 bonus to Initiative (see 3.0.). 

 

Crash Dive: ERAS 5+ ONLY 

A surfaced Submarine can try to quickly dive as an enemy approaches. If an 

enemy ship or aircraft comes within 10” a Submarine may attempt an 

immediate ‘crash dive’. Make a Command check with a target score of 6 – if 

successful, the Submarine immediately submerges as ‘Silent Running’ (see 

7.2.). N.B. This happens outside of the normal turn sequence. 
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High Angle: ERAS 6+ ONLY 

These ships can use their Secondary armament as AA guns; simply add half of 

this value to their AA dice. If used for AA purposes these Secondary guns may 

not fire otherwise before or again that turn. 

 

Aegis Point Defence: ERAS 7+ ONLY 

Using an ‘Aegis’ system ships with ‘Radar 3’ only can also use their Secondary 

weapons that don’t otherwise fire this turn to instead shoot at / decoy 

incoming Missiles in the End Phase (see 5.11.). 

 

ASW (H): ERAS 7+ ONLY 

General purpose ships like Frigates often carry small numbers of helicopters. 

These also have an anti-submarine role. Ships with this ability can make their 

‘Depth Charge’ attacks at treble range (see 11.3.).  
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8.0. GRAPPLING & BOARDING  (ERAS 1 TO 4 ONLY)  

 

8.1. Grappling & Ramming (And Spar Torpedoes) 

 

Ships declared during movement (see 4.1.) as intending - as a ‘Special Action’ - 

to ‘Ram’ and/or ‘Grapple’ (see 7.2.) are attempting to deliberately collide with 

an enemy vessel, prior to boarding them. No more than two ships can ever 

Ram or Grapple one other vessel.  

 

If a ship possessing the ‘Ram’ special ability successfully collides with an enemy 

as ‘grappling’ it is also ‘ramming’; without this ability the attack is considered 

to be merely ‘grappling’. 

 

If successfully ‘ramming’ the port / starboard arc of a target vessel… 

immediately dice to allocate damage to the target as if 2 X torpedo dice hits 

(see 5.9.) – if impacting elsewhere allocate damage as if 1 X torpedo dice hit. 

N.B.  

a) The rammer and the rammed are now both considered ‘Grappled’. If the 

rammed ship sinks as a result, the ramming ship is dragged downwards and 

suffers a critical hit as a result. 

b) Spar torpedoes successfully rammed home simply explode as per an 

aircraft torpedo (see 5.9.). Neither ship is considered Grappled. 

c) For the ramming of surfaced submarines see 11.4. 

 

If a Ram / Grapple is successful and not evaded (see 7.2.) – line up broadside to 

broadside, at the logical angle of approach (e.g. bow to bow, bow to stern). 

 

Ships ‘grappled’ to a vessel on fire will catch fire themselves unless action is 

taken each turn (see above, 7.2. ‘Put That Fire Out! / Plug That Hole!’) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cassiopeia of Domestos writes: ‘My pateras, Timon of Athens, makes a  

command roll of 5 – so can ram the nasty Persian in his port side. The barbarian  

ship rolls a ‘1’, so fails to avoid being ‘Grappled’. Successful, pateras rolls 2D6 to  

allocate hits, as per 8.1. Pateras rolls a ‘1’ and a ‘2’ – the ‘1’ a ’miss’ as per 5.9.  

Beam on the ‘2’ becomes a ‘3’ - and is a hit. The Persian’s armour is ‘0’, so he  

loses a hull point. Having beaten the Persian’s ‘armour’ Pateros rolls again – a ‘4’  

– a critical (see 5.8.). Pateras rolls again – a ‘2’ - the enemy’s speed is halved.  

Zito! Now on to boarding… 
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8.2. Calculating Boarding Actions 

 

Once successfully ‘Grappled’ (see 8.1.) a ‘boarding action’ will result. It cannot 

be avoided. Each side rolls a D6 and adds their ‘size dice bonus’ These are:- 

 

+0 Size 5 or Size 4  

+1 Size 3  

+3 Size 2  

+4 Size 1  

Add a further +1 if ship has Marines ‘Special Ability’ (see 7.3.).  

Add a further +1 if ship has non-Cannon Close ‘Special Ability’ (see 7.3.) 

Deduct -1 for an Inferior crew 

Add +1 for a Superior crew 

Add +1 for Legendary Officers present (see 7.3.) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The winner captures the loser. If scores draw there is no change of control, but 

boarding may be attempted again next turn (or by a second ship joining the 

action). Extra large crew? They get in the way - and are therefore factored out. 

Use a marker to indicate change of possession. Captured ships will attempt to 

disengage and retreat (see 12.3.) – all that lovely prize money! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Captain Darcy explains: ‘It was a short and vicious action. ‘Hood’ was boarded  

by the dastardly French. Size class 3 we added +1 – the ‘Jeanne D’Arc’ is size 2,  

so added +3. There were no other factors – so it was all on the dice. We rolled  

a 3 – total 4 – the Frenchies a 3 too – total 5. They had my ship - so I struck  

my colours to save my crew, with honour, for they had fought hard as His  

Majesty, the Admiralty, and all England would expect us to…  

 

 

Midshipman Bennett writes: ‘C’est une fille!’ as we were led below, after capture,  

one of the French sailors realised my hidden identity.   

‘What?’ Captain Darcy was surprised and aghast. ‘In that case - unhand her – you  

croissant-ingesting blaggard!’ he nevertheless rushed to my defence… 

‘Dacord!’ the French Captain, Jean-Luc Renault, amused a hearty laugh to  

intervene. ‘Take ‘er to my cabin. Madame Renault, ma femme, she will enjoy  

ananoza lady’s companionship, n’est pas?’  
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9.0. AIRCRAFT  (ERAS 5+ ONLY)  

 

9.1. Overview.     

 

A fleet may have supporting aircraft directed from land-based airfields, or it 

may possess its own aircraft carrier(s). All land-based aircraft will - if there’s no 

base on the table - start the game in the air. Each carrier may start the game 

with at one counter in the air flying a ‘combat air patrol’ (CAP) and/or on 

‘patrol’. Only ‘Fighters’ (and ‘Strike’ dedicated as such) can fly CAP – see 9.6. 

 

As described in Movement (see 4.2.), all flights in a fleet, of each type, are 

moved simultaneously, after all ships on the table have moved. The priority 

order is always: Helicopters, then Patrol/Bombers, then Dive Bombers, then 

Torpedo Bombers, then Fighters, then ‘Strike’ dedicated to attacking shipping, 

then finally, ‘Strike’ dedicated as Fighters. 

 

Once a counter has discharged its warload, or been in a dogfight (see 9.6.), it 

must return to its base to refuel and rearm, being ‘one-shot’ (see 7.3.). CAM 

fighters, of course, ditch after action and are lost. 

 

9.2. Aircraft Types 

 

Some aircraft can operate as more than one  

type. But not in the same sortie. 

 

Fighter: Dedicated to gaining air superiority.  

They may be capable of carrying ‘warloads’, but  

these are too negligible to have much effect,  

and are ignored. Dogfight value 0, (Camel,  

Boeing etc); 1 (Wildcat, Gladiator etc); 2  

(ME109, Zero, Spitfire, Hellcat etc). 

 

Dive-Bomber: Dive-bombers use speed and height to gain accuracy and to 

impart force to their bombs. Count impacting kamikaze as dive bombers. 

Dogfight value 0. 

 

Torpedo-Bomber: Does what it says on the tin. Dogfight value 0. 

 

Oberleutnant   

Klinkelhofen  

explains: ‘Keeping 

a patrol aircraft  

aloft ist der  

Initiative improving. 

 

Flying Officer Kite 

explains: ‘And a CAP 

can shoot the nosy  

blighter down . Tally  

ho!’  
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Patrol/Bomber: Covering a multitude of long-range aircraft, from attack planes 

to full-blown heavy bombers and reconnaissance flying boats. Dogfight value 0. 

Can carry bombs or depth charges. They only ever launch level attacks. 

 

Helicopters: Capable of vertical take-off/landing and hovering. They are 

versatile craft used for transport and attack, but are slow and vulnerable. They 

can carry Torpedoes, Missiles, or Depth Charges. 

 

Strike: Fast jet aircraft with versatile warload capabilities. They can be used for 

‘attack’, or as ‘Fighters’ dedicated to gaining air superiority.  

a) If used as ‘Fighters’ their Dogfight values are 3 (ME 262, Meteor, Mig 15 

etc subsonic types); 4 (Mig 21, Phantom etc ‘first generation’ supersonic 

types); 5 (F16 etc ‘late c.20th’ agile supersonic types); 6 (F35, Typhoon 

etc next generation types). Subsonic VTOL types like Harrier add +1 to 

their Dogfight values. 

b) If Strike are carrying a warload modify their Dogfight value by -1. They 

can carry bombs as if a Bomber, Torpedoes as if a Torpedo Bomber, or 

Missiles (see 5.11.). With a warload they only ever launch level attacks. 

c) Count ‘Zeppelin’ airships as patrol aircraft with a maximum speed of 4”, 

but with unlimited endurance. 

 

9.3. Carrier Operations  

 

Ships with the ‘Carrier’ Special Ability (see 7.3.) may launch and/or recover up 

to two flights every turn, as long as the ship is not Crippled, performs no 

Special Actions that turn and is turned fore arc into the wind (see 10.0). 

Launching flight counters are placed at the forward arc of the ship, touching 

the ship model, those landing on the rear. Seaplane carriers halve launch and 

recovery rates and must stop to recover. 

 

Landed aircraft can be rearmed, which  

takes a complete turn aboard. Count off- 

table land bases as ‘carriers’ two turns  

round flight away. This is in addition to  

their turn rearming time (see sidebar).  

 

 

 

 

Hauptmann Horst  

Wessel explains: ‘I leave  

zer table to fly back to  

base. I spend one turn  

off table, flying to base,  

one turn rearming and refuelling, unt one 

turn flying back off table. Next turn I move 

back on table to more Tommie ships be zer 

gersinking!’ 
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9.4. Attacking With Aircraft 

 

Only aircraft armed with Bombs, Missiles or Torpedoes may attack surface 

ships. Depth Charge armed aircraft can only attack a submerged submarine on 

the turn it dives unless helicopters with ‘Radar 2’ or ‘3’ and – therefore - 

‘dipping sonar’.  

 

At Movement (see 4.2) move aircraft counters adjacent to the ship(s) they’re 

attacking – or hold back until ready to make their run. 

 

All attacks made by a side’s aircraft - be it by bomb, torpedo, missile, depth 

charge or dogfighting (see 8.6.) - are made at the same time in a turn’s Attack 

Phase. A player nominates all his aircraft of a particular type to attack in order, 

as detailed in Sequence Of Play (see 2.2. and 9.1.). 

 

For aircraft torpedoes see 5.9.; for missiles see 5.11.; for Depth Charges see 

11.3. 

 

TO SCORE HITS WITH AIRCRAFT BOMBS: Roll Attack dice to hit as normal (see 

5.5.) to resolve the bombing attack. The usual modifiers to Attack Dice, 

however, are not used for aircraft attempting to gain hits – just use the 

Target’s size. Plus, if an aircraft is a level bomber a -2 penalty is applied ‘to hit’ 

dice. A ‘natural’ 1 is a miss, a ‘natural’ 6 is a hit. 

 

EFFECT OF BOMB HITS: Each bomb bit causes 2 hits – so roll 2 X D6 for each hit 

at the ‘effect of hits’ stage (5.8.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLUS CA CHANGE… 
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9.5. Anti-Aircraft Fire 

 

Aircraft may only be attacked with AA weapons, or in dogfights by enemy 

Fighters (see 9.6.). 

 

AA weapons are close-in and have a range of 8”.  

Ships with ‘Radar 2’ increase their AA range to 12” –  

Ships with ‘Radar 3’ to 24”. 

 

Most Era 5+ ships have some form of AA weaponry,  

listed on their SD. A ship’s AA weapons are fired at  

the beginning of the Attack Phase (see 2.2.).  

 

AA weapons may freely split their AA points amongst multiple aircraft targets, 

but they may never fire into a dogfight. AA weapons can also be fired in 

support of friendly ships within their AA range.  

 

TO HIT: AA weapons need to roll a 5 or 6 to hit - adding +1 to their score if 

firing at Torpedo or Dive Bombers making an attacking run that turn (these 

being relatively easy to track). 

 

EFFECT OF HITS: If an aircraft counter is hit by an AA weapon, it may try to 

‘dodge’ the attack by rolling one die – scoring a 5 or 6. If successful, the attack 

is aborted and it immediately returns to base to report, rearm and refuel. 

Kamikaze will not attempt to abort. If they roll a 6 they continue to press home 

their attack – on any other score they are shot down. 

 

9.6. Dogfighting And CAP 

 

Fighters allocated to a CAP must attack  

any enemy aircraft coming within 12” of  

them, and then dogfight. They do this on  

a 1:1 basis, choosing an available target,  

in Initiative order. ‘Extras’ may join  

existing dogfights, and are distributed  

as evenly as possible. 

  

No dogfighting aircraft may move until  

the dogfight is resolved; and aircraft  

Captain  

Wentworth  

explains: ‘Up  

here in the Arctic  

an AA cruiser  

close by is bally  

useful for  

keeping Jerry planes off. They don’t 

like the weight of fire one little bit’.  

 

Lieutenant Dwight  

Horowitz explains: ‘Ok  

Guys. Say we have four  

Wildcats up in a CAP  

and the Japs have four  

Zeke fighters and two  

Val dive bombers  

coming in. If we have  

Initiative we get to move first - and two go in on 

the Vals and two on a Zeke each. Hey – the Japs 

sink our carrier ain’t nowhere to land, right? This 

means the Japs have two Zekes over to allocate 

to one of these dogfights when they move’.  
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cannot avoid dogfighting. A counter that is dogfighting may not drop bombs, 

depth charges, missiles or torpedoes, or act as a kamikaze. All aircraft surviving 

a dogfight may not press home their attack, and immediately return to base, 

their mission aborted as if they ‘dodged’ (see 9.5.). 

 

To resolve a dogfight, players roll 1D6 each,  

and add their best counter’s Dogfight  

score – plus 1 point for each additional  

counter involved as an ‘extra’. The winners  

shoots down the losers and lose half of  

their number, and then return to base, as  

per 9.5. 

 

Aircraft counters able to use guided air-to- 

air missiles may add +1 to their Dogfighting  

dice score. 

 

If dogfighting scores roll is a draw, the counters are left in place; and may not 

move next turn, when the dogfight continues, until a result is achieved.  

 

 

Lieutenant Tashika  

Honda explains:  

‘The Americans have  

four Wildcats up in a  

CAP and we have four  

Zero fighters and two  

Val dive bombers  

attacking their carrier. 

If we win Initiative we  

get to move first - and our four Zeros force 

their fighters to dogfight – leaving the Vals a 

run at the enemy carrier – no doubt spitting 

AA at them as they fly to honour the 

Emperor. Banzai! 
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10.0. WEATHER & VISIBILITY 

 

10.1. Terrain 

 

Land forms block both line of sight and Radar. 

Only ships of size class 4 and below can cross  

shoals. All others run aground and remain stuck.  

No ship can come with 2” of the land unless by a  

recognised dock or channel. 

 

 

 

 

10.2. Weather  

 

For simplicity’s sake, the weather defined as being either ‘Good’ or ‘Bad’. 

Assume Good Weather as the default. Visibility in Good Weather is 60”. The 

weather can be assessed constantly at the start of each turn; or accepted s 

constant throughout a game. 

 

In Bad Weather all attacks made by both ships and aircraft suffer a –1 penalty 

to hit, in addition to all other modifiers. A –1 penalty is also applied to all 

Command checks. Submarines are only affected by bad weather if they are on 

the surface, when they are deemed to unstable to fire any weaponry. 

 

In addition, Bad Weather affects Visibility. Visibility in bad Weather is 30”. 

Ships at extreme range and beyond may not be attacked in Bad Weather.  

 

10.3. Night Battles 

 

All attacks made by both ships, forts and aircraft suffer an additional –1 

penalty to hit, in addition to all other modifiers, such as for range and Bad 

Weather (see 10.2.). WW2 Japanese commanders add +1 to Initiative rolls at 

night (see 3.0.). 

 

 

 

 

 

Captain Blackbeard  

explains: ‘Atolls be  

good for laying  

ambushes, they be, 

damn your eyes. Us ‘free traders’ 

gotta make a living where we can, 

there will be answer, let it be…’ 

  

Admiral Lowe explains: ‘Don’t run aground! You’ll break the ship – and they’re the Kings’  

property!’ 
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10.4. Wind 

 

Set the direction from where the wind is blowing at the start of play. This is 

important for carriers (see 9.3.) and for manoeuvring sailing ships (see 4.1.1.). 

 

10.4.1. Changes In Wind Direction (OPTIONAL) 

 

Each Initiative Phase (see 3.0.) roll 2 X D6. 2 – becalmed – no wind. 3 – shift 

wind one compass point clockwise (e.g. north to north-east), 4-10 no change, 

11 – shift one compass point anti-clockwise (e.g. north to north-west). 12 - a 

gale and ‘Bad weather’ commences (see 10.2.) 

 

10.5. Radar & Electronic Warfare 

 

For ease of play we have factored in all ‘ECM’ as ‘Radar’. ‘Radar 1’ is for Era 6. 

‘Radar 2’ is the enhanced electronic devices of Era 7 onwards; ‘Radar 3’ 

modern digital systems from Era 8 onwards. Use ‘best fit’ for availability. Patrol 

aircraft can be deemed to have Radar from 1943 onwards; their Radar rating 

that of their flagship. ‘Submarine Radars’ represent their sensor arrays. 

 

Radar 1 range is 65” away; ‘Radar 2’ extends this range to up 75” – ‘Radar 3’ up 

to 85”. 

 

A ship or counter with the ‘Special Ability’ will detect any enemy ship or 

aircraft counter, even if out of Visibility (but not MTB or surfaced Submarines 

before 1943). Once detected, an enemy ship or counter will remain so as long 

as the ship’s Radar functions.  

 

If an enemy ship or counter has been detected by Radar, the detecting ship 

may launch attacks against it at any range up to its weapons maximum, 

regardless of visibility conditions or Smoke, or Bad Weather or Night. N.B. all 

penalties detailed elsewhere continue to apply.  

 

Note that a ship that locates an enemy with Radar may not pass this precise 

information to other ships to allow them to fire more effectively. All ships must 

‘spot’ the enemy themselves with Radar before they may ‘enhance attack. This 

is not to say they cannot be assumed to have been signal intelligence about 

location, range etc… 
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11.0. SUBMARINES (ERAS 5+ ONLY) 

 

11.1. Deployment 

 

All vessels capable of submerging must  

have the Submarine Special Ability (see 7.3.). 

Submarines may be deployed as normal,  

with the rest of a fleet, but players may find  

it more advantageous not to. Instead,  

assuming the usual rectangular table, divide  

it into six equidistant ‘zones’ and (secretly)  

record in which ‘zone’ each Submarine is  

‘lurking’. Any number of Submarines may 

lurk within a ‘zone’; and players may take no  

action with these until they are ‘revealed’. 

 

A player may reveal his Submarine(s) in a zone at the start of any Movement 

Phase (see 2.2.), placing it anywhere he wishes within. Once revealed 

Submarines may not return to ‘lurking’. When a Submarine has been revealed 

the owning player decides whether it is submerged or surfaced. Submarines on 

the surface often move quicker and can use guns - those submerged are harder 

for vessels and aircraft to attack.  

 

Before a player moves his Submarine(s), he may choose to either bring a 

submerged one to the surface, or to dive a surfaced one. Submarines 

performing either action may not attack or choose any Special Actions that 

turn. Always place a submerged counter next to the submarine model to 

indicate its status. 

 

Submarines have two Speed values. The first is used whilst the vessel is 

travelling on the surface, the second whilst it submerged. Whilst a Submarine 

is on the surface, it is treated as a normal ship. Whilst submerged, a Submarine 

may only attack using torpedoes or missiles and other ships / aircraft may only 

attack it once the Submarine has first been positively detected (see 11.2.). 

 

11.2. Submarine Detection 

 

Before 1918 submerged Submarines cannot be detected except by rolling 

doubles on 2 XD6 – periscopes being difficult to spot. 

Captain Wolf Packe  

explains: ‘Top tip! Lurk  

until the enemy convoy  

is right above you. Zen 

reveal yourself and –  

loos! Put das boot in (zis  

is a Tommy joke, zay  

say…) On zer surface  

you ist faster, and at  

night cannot easily been  

seen by pesky allied planes unt destroyers’.  
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After that date, using Asdic/Sonar systems, a  

submerged Submarine within 6” can be detected by  

a single die is rolled before the ship declares any  

attacks. If a 4 or above is rolled the Submarine has  

been successfully detected.  

 

Ships with ‘Radar 2’ or ‘Radar 3’ Add +1 to their  

detection scores. Nuclear Submarines Deduct -1  

from their opponent’s detection scores.  

 

Any detecting ship with allowed weapons in arc  

may attack. Place a ‘Detected’ counter next to  

the submerged vessel as a reminder. This must be  

removed during the End Phase of each turn. Players  

will have to detect the Submarine once more in  

order to attack it next turn. 

 

Ships with the Sub-Hunter Special Ability (see 7.3.) may additionally attempt to 

detect any ‘lurking’ Submarines that have not yet been revealed. Whenever a 

Sub-Hunter moves into a new zone on the table, roll a D6. On a 6, all 

Submarines within that zone will automatically be revealed. The Submarine 

player must then place the Submarine(s) anywhere within the zone as normal. 

Ships with ‘Radar 3’ are deemed to also have the Sub-Hunter Special Ability. 

 

11.3. Depth Charges 

 

Depth charges use a ships stern arc - their range is 4”. Attacks are performed in 

the same way as for any other weapon (see 5.5.) but to hit Attack Dice are 

never modified by any bonuses or penalties - the ‘range’ assuming frantic 

manoeuvring by both parties. Aircraft also attack at range 4” in the same way. 

Ships with the ASW (H) ‘Special Ability’ (see 7.3.) may conduct attacks at an 

extended range of 12”. 

 

11.4. Ramming Surfaced Submarines 

 

This occurs if a Submarine hasn’t successfully Crash Dived (see 7.3.), and by a 

ship within 4”. To resolve roll a D6 – a 5 or 6 sinks the rammed Submarine. The 

rammer losing 1 x hull point. Resolve immediately. Otherwise all ramming 

‘misses’. 

Captain Tom  

Hanks explains:  

‘Once you’ve  

located a  

U-Boat keep  

chasing the goddam SOB until you 

sink it. While you’re after him he 

can’t attack shipping’. 

 

Captain Wolf  

Packe explains:  

‘You chase me I  

run silent (see  

7.2.) unt my  

chums beat up  

your convoy vile  

you busy. Kat unt  

maus we play, nein?’ 
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12.0. OTHER RULES 

 

12.1. Squadrons 

 

Squadrons are especially useful in large games for speed of movement and 

calculation. If squadrons are used, players must organise ships into them 

before a game begins, operating them as a unit for the entire game. Up to six 

ships may be placed in a squadron. They need not all be of the same type. 

  

Once ships have been placed into a squadron, they must remain within 4” of at 

least one other ship in said squadron, unless they become Crippled or are 

destroyed. If Crippled, the ship automatically drops out of the squadron and is 

treated for the rest of the game as a single ship. It may not rejoin. Ships use 

the highest Command score within the squadron. 

 

A squadron’s ships move and fire simultaneously, rather than just one ship at a 

time - the only requirement is that all ships are kept within 4” of each other 

and make every effort to maintain this formation. By the same token, enemy 

ships will still choose one ship of a squadron as a target for their weapons, 

rather than selecting the whole. Individual ranges still apply in all cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12.2. Shore Batteries And Bases 

 

Treat these as ‘ships’ with their own SDs – excepting they do not ‘move’ and 

ignore all motive damage as merely ‘hull’ hits. They add +1 to all accuracy 

scores at stage 5.5., being stable fire platforms. 

 

12.3. Disengaging 

 

Ships can disengage from the action by sailing off the table Area. 

Elizabeth Bennett writes: We were landed at Brest, and the  

‘Hood’s’ crew – including Captain Darcy - were paroled; to be  

returned to England; I to my relieved parents.  

‘You look most agreeable in a dress, Miss Bennett’, my  

captain seemed astonished by my transformation.  

‘Dacord’, my new mentor – Madame Clio – and her husband 

Captain Renault amused. ‘I trust yew return ‘er to her family  

safely’, mon capitaine?’  

‘Of course’, dragging his surprised eyes away from my visage, Colin agreed.  

‘Bien. Your new adventure begins, n’est pas?’ Clio locked eyes with me in amusement of a dark secret 

we had shared as friends. ‘Yew can… brush up ‘is cello in London, n’est pas..?’ 
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12.4. Using Multi-Tables 

 

Large scale ‘Midway-like’ battles can be  

accommodated by using a series of  

‘adjacent’, loosely connected, tables.  

Each of these tables is considered to be  

two whole ship transit moves away.  

Tracking counters can be used to note  

progress. E.G. if a ship wishes to move  

to an ‘adjacent’ table it leaves its table on  

turn 1 and spends turns 2 and 3 ‘in transit’, then emerges upon turn 4. Aircraft 

transit times between tables are one turn only, e.g. leave turn + transit turn + 

arrive turn. All ships and counters ‘in transit’ cannot be attacked but can be 

‘tracked’ by all players. Pro-tip – use multi-tables to protect your carriers. 

 

12.5. Fireships (ERAS 2 & 3) 

 

In the age of sail older hulks were often outfitted as fireships to attack ports, or 

fleets at anchor. They sailed with a skeleton crew and few operable cannons. 

The holds and gun decks are packed with explosives and flammables.  

 

Fireships move with the wind and tide (always flowing conveniently down-

wind) at a speed of 2”,  

controlled by the owning player.  

The crew may intentionally set it  

alight as a ‘All Hands On Deck’  

Special Action (see 7.2.).  

 

Once it’s alight, a fireship can no  

longer make turns, and must  

move straight ahead as the  

skeleton crew take to their boats.  

Whenever a burning fireship ends  

its move colliding with another  

ship, that target vessel is deemed  

on fire (see 5.8.). At the end of  

each turn roll 2D6 - if doubles are  

rolled the fireship has exploded  

and sets fire to any vessel with 2”. 

Lieutenant Dwight  

Horowitz explains: ‘Ok  

Guys. After we form up 

we leave together (turn 

1). Turn 2 we transit,  

turn 3 we arrive and  

go straight in to wop 

Yamamoto’s ass. Target the Jap carriers! You 

fighter guys - dogfight those Zekes! Keep’ em off 

our backs’. 

 

Second Officer Bennett  

explains:  ‘As my ancestor said  

at the beginning, I’m sure this  

is all very new. Make a nice  

cup of tea and read through  

the rules a few times, and  

then try out some test games.  

Slowly work through, until  

you’ve got the hang of it. Start  

with small actions of a couple  

of cruisers and destroyers (or  

analogues) a side – then try a  

carrier each, and then a small  

convoy action. Bigger battles  

will take longer to play, but there are lots of historical events to 

simulate. Check out the ‘Buoyz ‘N Da ‘Hood’ page on Facebook 

for all the latest gen. We really want to keep things simple, fast 

and furious. A bit like Captain Van Karr - so I’ve warned you 

ladies there. Toodle pip!’ 
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SMOKE MARKERS 

 
 

 

  
 

  

 
 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Former Midshipman Bennett’ explains: ‘Now, as for Captain Darcy’, I hear you ask?  

Reader, I married him! His cello playing remains truly dreadful but – relax with your  

rum ration - there is still much music made in our marriage… One day, peradventure,  

naturally resourceful ladies such as myself will no longer be debarred from service,  

at sea, for King and country. Toodle pip!’ 
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TEMPLATE 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEMPLATE 1 
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TEMPLATE 2 

 

   
 

                TURN TO PORT                                             TURN TO STARBOARD 

 

 

TEMPLATE 3 
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CAMPAIGN SUPPLEMENT 
 

CAM 1.0. OVERVIEW 

 

In a ‘scratch game’, under our rules, players might play with no clear-cut 

means of determining when the battle ends. These encounters often result in 

the total annihilation of the losing fleet; a generally unhistoric outcome. Most 

admirals realise their ships are precious assets, and they generally attempt to 

break contact once the battle begins to slip away, rather than risking the loss 

of their entire ‘fleet in being’, and the strategic influence it exerts. They were, 

of course, not always successful in this. 

 

With ‘scenarios’ and ‘scratch games’ we strongly recommend setting ‘victory  

conditions’ before starting play. In most battles it’s fairly obvious when it’s 

time to cut losses and withdraw (if possible), but with a convoy attack it can 

become attrition; so a good idea is to set a given number of turns before 

deciding a winner. 

 

CAM 2.0. SETTING UP A SCENARIO GAME 

 

A number of successive scenarios can be strung together to form a ‘Campaign’ 

(see CAM 4.0.).  

 

CAM 2.1. Establish Theatre And Nature 

 

We are assuming players have appropriate miniatures for the national fleets 

they wish to use; and an idea of the year, Era and geographic area where their 

battle is set. Players can choose ships from those historically available for the 

fleet they are playing. ‘Fictional’ ships will need to be legislated for, i.e. the 

cruiser RM ‘Leonardo Di Caprio’ unavailable after 1943. 

 

These are the main geographic theatres:- 

  

Arctic / Antarctic    Cold northern and southern waters 

Atlantic  The Atlantic basin and the seas around it 

Mediterranean The Mediterranean sea and nearby waters such as the  

Persian Gulf  

Far East  The Indian Ocean and seas around Asia  

Pacific  The Pacific Ocean, Australasia and Micronesia 
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Next choose - or roll for - the ‘nature’ of the scratch engagement:- 

 

1-2 Convoy; 3-6 open battle.  

 

If ‘convoy’ is selected, dice off for who defends and attacks, the dominant 

naval power of the era adding +2 to their score. The highest score defends. 

 

CAM 2.2. Scenario Point Level 

 

We have a healthy distrust of points systems. Few admirals could freely choose 

their forces. However, there is always a time to cut cards with the devil. Agree 

a points ceiling to ‘spend’ on ships. You may decide to stick to the historical 

limitations, i.e. only 2 X ‘Bismarck’ class - and not in 1939 – or simply limit 

yourselves to ships from your collection. This is a matter of personal choice. Of 

course, all ships and equipment are unequal, but admirals have to work with 

what they have available. 

 

‘Points costs’ for forces are as follows:- 

 

Each BB or CV and its aircraft compliment    20 points 

Each BC or CVE and its aircraft compliment    15 points 

Each CA or nuclear SS       10 points 

Each CL or Ironclad or Sailing 1st or 2nd Rate    7 points 

Each Sailing 3rd Rate       6 points 

Each DD, DE in Eras 6+ or non-nuclear SS; each Sailing Frigate  5 points 

Each Boat counter Eras 1 & 2, PT counter, or extra Aircraft  3 points  

 counter smaller Sailing ship or Galley 

Each Merchant Ship          2 points 

Each Shore Battery      1 XD6 + 5 points 

Each Minefield 12” Square     1 XD6 points 

 

Select a force to an agreed points total. We recommend 50 points for a quick 

game. This points total will affect ‘Break Contact’ thresholds – see CAM 3.1. 

 

If a convoy has been selected at CAM 2.1. at least 10% of the defender’s points 

must be merchant ships, and no more than 20% capital ships. At least 10% of 

the attacker’s fleet must be size 4 or less, and no more than 20% capital ships. 
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CAM 2.3. Establishing The General Nature Of The Gaming Table 

 

‘Floating maps’ are not used. Having selected your theatre and fleet, next roll 

one D6 to determine the general nature of the gaming table:- 

 

 0, 1, 2  open sea 

 3, 4  one island 

 5  two islands 

 6  two islands, and one shoal 

 

Deduct 2 from the score if ‘Arctic/Antarctic’; Deduct 1 if ‘Atlantic’. If using 

multi-tables roll for each table separately. 

 

If there are islands and/or shoals to position, these are placed at random on 

the playing area by the youngest player present. 

 

Next, roll for if a Day or Night engagement. Roll a D6 – if a ‘6’ is rolled it is Night 

– if any player is Japanese Era 6 add +1 to this dice score.  

 

Next, determine the weather conditions. Again, roll a D6. On a score of ‘5’ or 

‘6’ it is ‘Bad Weather’. Add +1 to score in the Arctic/ Antarctic, deduct -1 if in 

the Far East or Pacific. 

 

Next, determine which table edge(s) each side will advance on from. Both 

players roll 2 XD6, and the winner has choice of edge, the enemy taking the 

opposite. If a player has forces or bases already on the main table, he merely 

rolls 1 D6; since his tactical options are more limited. 

 

Next, determine the ‘Break Contact’ (BC) points level – a 40% loss is a good 

‘threshold’ point for deciding when disengagement will take place, 
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CAM 3.0. ENDING A SCENARIO GAME 

 

After completing an End Phase of a turn (see 6.0. of the main ‘Buoyz ‘N Da 

‘Hood’ rules):- 

 

1) Update points loss scoring and, if either player has met a condition for a 

  ‘Break Contact’ check, roll for it (see ‘Break Contact – see CAM 3.1.) 

2) When all table contact has been broken, tally points and declare winner. 

 

CAM 3.1. ‘Break Contact’ Scenario Ending 

 

A player must check to see if they will be forced to ‘break contact’ when any 

one of the following three conditions is met at the end of a game turn: 

 

1. The player’s fleet has sustained cumulative losses equal to or greater 

than the agreed ‘Break Contact’ (BC) points level.  

2. The player’s fleet has more than half of their ‘capital ships’ (i.e. BB, CV, 

BC, 1st and 3rd rates) sunk or crippled.  

3. The player’s only remaining ‘capital’ ships on the table at the end of the 

turn are CV (or CVE). 

 

If a player’s fleet has met one or more of these conditions for a ‘break contact 

check’, the player roll a D6. If the player rolls a 1-5, the ‘break contact’ order is 

issued to their fleet. If the player rolls a ‘6’, the player avoids the ‘break 

contact’ and will play normally the next turn, but will have to test each turn 

thereafter. It is perfectly conceivable for both sides to be forced to ‘break 

contact’ on the same turn, or different turns.  
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When the player’s fleet has been issued a ‘break contact’ order, the following 

steps must be taken: 

 

a) Surface ships must retreat towards their side of the table at maximum 

speed on all subsequent turns of the game, until all ships belonging to 

the retreating player have either exited the table area (or have been 

destroyed). This player’s surface ships may not move laterally or towards 

the enemy side of the table. 

b) All their Submarines start/re-start ‘lurking’ (see 11.1.). 

c) Until the last surface ship from the retreating player has left the table, 

both players may continue to sortie aircraft normally (including those 

from carriers that have retreated off the table using normal rules), and 

all ships may continue to conduct gunnery and torpedo attacks. The non-

retreating player is free to pursue the retreating player’s ships to the 

edge of the table.  

d) Ships that have retreated off the table may not be attacked in any way, 

nor make gunnery, torpedo or missile attacks. However, carriers may 

continue to sortie aircraft normally until the scenario ends. 

  

The player with the most points left in their fleet after all have ‘broken contact’ 

by leaving the table is deemed the winner. Add 20 points to this total if not 

forced to ‘break contact’. 
 

For those who like to measure a ‘victory’, the following scale is suggested:- 
 

a. Winning side has less than 2-1 advantage in points left: Minor Victory  

b. Winning side has at least 2-1 advantage in points left, but less than 3-1 in 

points: Major Victory  

Winning side has 3-1 or better advantage in points left: Decisive Victory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   ‘What a silly place to leave a toolbox!’ ‘I say! Be careful with  

that blowtorch - there’s a good chap!’ the yard rang to the happy  

cries of the shipwrights as they went about their business of  

completing the new HMS ‘Hood’.  

   Destined to skipper the refitted Type 23 Frigate, Captain  

Elizabeth Bennett climbed on the half-completed bridge...  

   ‘Ah! Bennett!’ she was greeted by the gruff Admiral, Sir Peter  

Lowe. ‘Let me introduce your Number One – Commander Darcy!’  

   ‘We’ve met’, in seconds Elizabeth’s mind had run a full gambit  

of positive and negative emotions.  

   ‘Indeed’, she could see Colin react likewise in similarly shocked  

surprise. ‘Captain Bennett and I have been prodigiously acquainted since childhood, Sir’, he explained.  

    ‘Blistering barnacles!’ the Admiral laughed. ‘Small world to be sure! As soon as ‘Hood’s completed - it’s 

sea trials. Then escort for the new ‘Queen Elizabeth’ carrier group to show the flag around the globe!’  

    ‘Sir’, Elizabeth and Colin agreed, knew where their duty lay to Queen and country – if not what 

adventures might lie ahead as they sought to put their collided past behind them… 
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CAM 4.0. FULL CAMPAIGNS 

 

As suggested above, several games strung together can make up a ‘Campaign’, 

to be played over a period of time. Give each fleet a ‘points total’ with which to 

begin the campaign.  

 

CAM 4.1. Length Of Campaigns 

 

Players should agree the number of scenarios which will make up their 

campaign, as well as the theatre, and years covered. Individual scenarios can 

either be designed beforehand or set up as in CAM 2.1. A campaign is scored 

from the points gained in each scenario. We recommend a rubber of five. 

 

CAM 4.2. Replacing Losses Between Scenarios (‘That Don’t Impress Me Much’) 

 

All crippled ships that survive a scenario can be considered repaired on a 4+ - 

otherwise they are deemed unavailable (N.B. Admiral Lowe’s sidebar, Page 26).  

 

‘Replacements’ provided between each scenario can be no more than 10% of 

the total points that began the campaign. These points can be hoarded to be 

spent as required. However, ‘delivery’ is not guaranteed. There are limits, 

which are detailed below; so ‘projects’ may be delayed:- 

 

Capital Ship Replacement Limitation: Capital ships (BB, CV, BC, nuclear SS, 

Ironclads, 1st and 3rd Rates) were only built in very limited numbers and 

expensive. Accordingly, over the course of a campaign, a player should not be 

able to deploy unlimited numbers. After the first or subsequent scenario any 

capital ship sunk may only be ‘replaced’ in the next scenario by another, upon 

replacement points being spent, and a roll of 4+. This encourages the historical 

conservation of resources:- 

 

    First rate naval powers   +1 to this score 

    Second rate naval powers    +0 to this score 

    Third rate naval powers            -2 to this score 

    Other powers   Unable to replace capital ships. 
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Medium Ship Replacement Limitation: CA, CL, CVE and sail frigates can be 

replaced upon the following rolls; again a 4+ is needed:- 

 

    First rate naval powers   +2 to this score 

    Second rate naval powers    +1 to this score 

    Third rate naval powers            -0 to this score 

    Other powers              -1 to this score 

 

Small Ship Flexibility: Small ships (DD, DE, SS, TP, brigs, torpedo boat and other 

counters, converted merchant ships) may be more easily replaced, like for like. 

Again a 4+ is needed:- 

 

    First rate naval powers   +3 to this score 

    Second rate naval powers    +2 to this score 

    Third rate naval powers            +1 to this score 

    Other powers               +0 to this score 

 

Players may find it advantageous to ‘bulk out’ their forces with lighter, easier 

to obtain warships, or with armed merchantmen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAM 4.3. Campaign Scoring 

 

Each scenario is scored for campaign purposes by gaining ‘campaign points 

(CPs) as follows: 

    Player forces his enemy to break contact first: Player awarded 3 CPs 

    Each full 10 points of enemy shipping destroyed: Player awarded 1 CP 

    Add 2 CPs if player was not also obliged to break contact. 

Victory based upon enemy unit destruction therefore represents a ‘tactical 

victory’, as destruction of enemy assets and tonnage is obviously an important 

‘What shall we do with the drunken sailor’?  

‘I am shocked and disappointed’, Captain Elizabeth Bennett sternly addressed  

the Summary Hearing parade. ‘Not only have you let Her Majesty down, the  

reputation of the Royal Navy down, and the ‘Hood’ down… You’ve also let  

yourselves down. I cannot for the life of me fathom why sailors from this ship 

should feel the need to get drunk whilst on a run ashore. That’s the sort of  

loutish behaviour I’d expect from other vessels…’ if she didn’t mention her  

rival, Captain Georgina Wickham’s HMS ‘Lannister’ by name… they all knew whom she meant. 

‘Commander Darcy?’ Elizabeth devolved. 

‘Fined £100 each and confined to ship when we visit Mumbai’, Colin was persuaded to administer 

justice on behalf of his somewhat staid commanding officer’s sense of sensibility… 
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factor in any war. However, getting the opponent to break contact, and 

thereby concede control of the sea area in question, can be considered a 

‘strategic victory’, in that the remaining player’s fleet can secure the area for 

its own operations, such as amphibious landings, convoys, and so forth.  

 

A real-world historic illustration of the campaign scenario scoring system might 

be the Battle of the Coral Sea in 1942. In that battle, the Japanese ‘scored’ 

victory points than the Americans by sinking a fleet carrier (‘Lexington’ – +2 

Japanese CPs), a destroyer (‘Sims’) and a fleet oiler (‘Neosho’). The Japanese 

only lost a light carrier (‘Shoho’) and some aircraft (1 US CP). However, the 

Japanese ‘broke contact’ first and abandoned their operation (2 US CPs). In 

game terms, the Japanese would have scored 2 CPs for their ‘tactical victory’, 

and the Americans 4 CPs for their ‘strategic victory’. Therefore, the Americans 

are considered to have ‘won’ the battle. And, when rolling to replace losses for 

the next game, to the same points total, the Americans could be deemed to be 

in a better position to replace their carriers than the Japanese, who may 

otherwise make up their numbers with cheaper Submarines… 

 

 

 
 

 


